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Abstract: 
Emergence of IS in banking industry is growing rapidly. In Iran as a developing country 

with high interest on developing use of IT on different businesses specially in banking 

industry, functional aspects of service quality in transmission process to e-banking seems 

to be neglected while technological aspects has been propagated rapidly. The study is 

trying to enlighten one of the workforce issues in banking industry of Iran with the hope 

that such an attempt provides ground for more attentions on functional aspects of service 

quality in e-banking approach by bank managements. 

Models used to study attitudes and perceptions in psycho –sociology domain has been 

implemented to study banks employees’ perceptions about implementation of e-banking 

in Iranian banks. Belief constructs examined as predictor of behavioral intention and 

adoption of employees with e-banking services and channels. Belief constructs in the 

model were Relative Advantage of e-banking, Compatibility of it with the working 

environment, Perceived complexity of implementation of e-banking, Subjective norms 

effective on their intention, facilitating conditions in their environment and perceived 

self-efficacy of the employees. 

PLS(Partial Least Squares) technique was conducted to examine relative importance of 

beliefs construct from the data which was extracted from 200 questionnaires distributed 

among employees of two governmental and two private banks on different levels from 

rank and files. 

The results showed that relative advantages and perceived self efficacy on both type of 

banks are significant predictors of behavioral intention, while Subjective norms is 

another effective construct on governmental banks and perceived Complexity is one of 

the determinant construct on formation of perception in private banks. 

 

Keywords: Service, internal marketing, Perception, relative advantage, complexity, self 

efficacy, subjective norms intention, bank employees, Governmental banks, private banks 
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Chapter one: Introduction and research 
problem 
 

Chapter summary: 
In this chapter the general outline of the subject and brief definition and explanation of 

major keywords will be presented. Meanwhile a general view of the research context (E-

banking in general and e-banking in Iran, specifically) will be provided and the questions 

of this study will be propounded. 

Introduction: 
The most significant characteristics of the third Millennium can be pointed out as 

hastening advances on Information and Communication Technology (ICT).This has 

created almost a silent revolution on all aspects of human life so it is predictable that the 

next generations will witness a further boost in high tech and knowledge - oriented 

endeavors. 

The consequences of ICT advances are spreading in a fascinating manner. Banking 

industry and commercial activities due to their profit –orientation characteristics have 

been pioneers on implementation of electronic innovations .E -commerce and E-banking 

are the outcomes. 
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What is considered as e-banking in this research, is “using automatic teller machine and 

telephone transactions and also Web sites for doing simple and advanced transaction 

without physical presence of customers on the physical environment of a bank ( allowing 

them to submit their applications for different services, make queries on their account 

balances and submit instructions to the bank and also electronically transfer funds to / 

from their accounts, pay bills, and conduct other banking transaction online)”. Customers 

are now able to do their banking 24 hours a day, seven days a week using ATMs, the 

phone, and the Internet. The benefits and advantages of electronic advances to be 

implemented in this industry can be specified as follows: 

• Better service output 

• More cost effective 

• Opportunity to introduce new channels 

• Opportunity to provide new products 

• Increased customer satisfaction 

• Changes in demographic aspects 

• Changing marketing practices (direct marketing, relationship marketing ,mass 

customization 

At the same time e- banking is facing some challenges which should be carefully studied 

by the top managements and be considered while adopting the banks strategies with the 

changing environment: 

• Distribution channels are subject of radical change 

• Internal resistance to changing organizational structure 

• External resistance to change(customers, legal and administrative adoption) 

• Reduction of direct interaction with the customers and losing the benefits of direct 

connection  

• Rapid changes on technology and high costs of technological adaptation and 

renewal of required infrastructure 

• Security issues which needs high investment on both technical, infrastructure side  

and psychosocial issues of the customers  

Although the opportunities draw a tempting prospect but the challenges imply more 

investigation to be made. Low adoption rate of e-banking even in well developed 
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countries can be considered as evident of some critical issues which should be dealt with. 

However, despite the said challenges, the adoption of an innovation entails some sort of 

supporting structure both tangible and intangible and organizations need to focus 

strategically on the identification of viable new opportunities (Kruger,N.Jr,1999). 

Customer satisfaction, customer adoption and some other issues on customer side have 

been under notice of relevant researchers but it seems that the impediments and barriers 

especially on internal environment of the organizations need more attention. 

Iran is a developing country and like other developing countries on implementing 

innovative processes and new technologies can be identified as follower. Since new 

technologies are mainly exogenous to developing countries, the adjustment procedure and 

adoption process either technologically or culturally, requires more attempts or endeavors 

in order to get the expected outcomes. However the success of technological innovations 

is dependent on individuals who contribute to the innovation by actively and 

enthusiastically promoting its progress.  

In this research light is going to be put on the internal issues of e-banking in Iran and find 

the perception of the employees of Iranian banks toward e-banking and its recent 

implementation in their organizations. Is e-banking considered as threat or opportunity by 

them? In either case the human resource strategy of each organization may be affected 

differently. Having an eye on more efficiency and productivity of the employees make 

the findings of the research important to the Iranian banks. 

Perception and attitude: 
Attitudes are formed in a matrix of psychological and social complications. As Ajzen 

(2002) describes attitude toward a behavior is defined as a person's overall evaluation of 

performing the behavior in question. Beliefs are assumed to provide the cognitive and 

affective foundations for attitudes and perceptions (Ajzen,I.,2002).Perception and attitude 

of bank employees about e-banking will be under study in this research. 

Iranian banks under study: 
Based on the latest data issued by Central Bank of Islamic Republic of Iran (www.cbi.ir,

2007) 7 governmental and 6 private banks are active in local retail banking market. 

Governmental Banks: 

http://www.cbi.ir
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1. Bank Melli Iran 

2. Bank Refah  

3. Tejarat Bank 

4. Bank Saderat Iran 

5. Sepah Bank 

6. Post Bank 

7. Bank Mellat 

Private Banks: 

1. Parsian Bank 

2. Saman Bank 

3. Bank Eghtesade Novin 

4. Bank Karafarin 

5. Bank sarmaie 

6. Bank Pasargad 

Due to the complex bureaucratic procedures of access to all of them and also time 

constrains for doing this study, two banks of each category was selected. The factors 

decisive for selection, were proactive approach in one extreme and reactive approach on 

the other extreme toward e-banking implementing by each .On governmental category, 

Bank Melli Iran and Bank Refah were positioned on two extremes.  Although regarding 

some issues the above characteristics may not be completely adoptable about BMI but 

since this bank has the widest spread branch network and has already got the largest 

number of employees, it was assumed that its approach may have considerable impact on 

banking activities, so BMI was selected. 

On the second category (private banks), Parsian Bank has been the most competent one 

while Karafarin was ranked on the bottom of the list for e-banking implementation. 

A table stating different aspects of each bank monitors the 4 selected banks’ status based 

on Annual Report and Balance sheets of each bank on 2004-2005:  
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Ownership
Name of 
banks 

Established No. of 
branches

No. of 
employees

Total 
equity(RLS)

Net profit 

Bank 
Melli 
Iran 

1927 3,384 41,967 315,074 
billion 
(RLS) 

1,623 billion 
(RLS) 

G
ov

er
nm

en
ta

l
ba

nk
s

Bank 
Refah 

1960 
 

1,128 9,572 41,454 
billion 
(RLS) 

200 billion 
(RLS) 

Parsian 2000 66 931 31,332 
billion 
(RLS) 

1,133 billion 
(RLS) 

Pr
iv

at
e

ba
nk

s

Karafarin 2000 18 414 6,544 
billion (Rls) 

207 billion 
(Rls) 

Table 1: Status of the banks under study 
 
Studying the vision and mission and objectives of each bank, the following summary has 

been prepared to have a better outlook of policy, incentives and basis of the general 

approach on each of the organizations: 

 

Name of 
banks 

Electronic channels 
provided 

Constructs elicited from vision, mission and 
objectives of each bank 

Bank 
Melli Iran

-Cooperative internal payment 
system 
-Internet banking 
-Cards systems 
-ATMs 
-Telephone banking 

-Respect for the customers rights 
-Understanding the position and importance of customers 
-Gaining customer satisfaction 
-Evaluative approaches based on customers point of    views 
& satisfaction 
-High quality services 
-Saving time of customers by better performance   
-Informative approach for customers 

Bank 
Refah 

-Tele-fax banking 
 

-Improving the quality and the speed of providing 
appropriate services  
-Considering the customers’ needs and wants and trying to 
get their satisfaction  
-Providing , encouraging educational system in order to 
increase its staffs’ motivation  
-Reviewing the Bank’s operative process in order to 
improve the quality of granted facilities and services 

Parsian 
Bank 

-SMS 
-EMS 
-ISS 
-POS network 
-ATMs 
-Intensive card systems 
-Bill payment 
-E-shopping facilities 
-Telephone banking 
-Online banking 

-Rendering high quality services to our customers 
-Effective and efficient performance 
-Provision of intensive capital and strong cash flow 
-Conservative approach on rendering facility 
-Cost management and disciplinary approach inside the 
organization 
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-National integrated payment 
system 

Karafarin 
Bank 

-Telephone banking 
-Online payment 
-ATMs 
 

-Delivery of banking services with high quality, competitive 
prices and professional methods to our customers 
-More profit for our shareholders and improving the value 
of our stocks in stock market 
-Increasing potential capabilities of the employees and 
sharing portion of bank benefits in proportion of their 
progressive participation 
-Supportive approach towards national beneficial projects. 
-Bypassing non feasible projects   

Table 2: Summary of e-banking services and general objectives 

 

Research problem: 
The main question formulated in this study is whether the banking employees as the front 

line of retail banking are ready to accept the e-banking strategies and whether they have 

positive attitude toward e-banking at all, those who are supposed to present new products 

sufficiently .The second question is whether they (bank employees) have intention to 

participate actively and enthusiastically on implementing   of the new processes on their 

organizations. 

It is also intended to find whether there is any  significant difference between the attitude 

of private and public employees to clarify whether the ownership and its antecedents 

(organizational structure) does have any impact on the attitude of the bank employees 

toward e-banking.  

To find the perception of banks employees toward ‘implementation of e-banking in 

Iranian private and governmental banks”, we require to understand (Research questions): 

• What are the perceived outcomes of e-banking for bank employees in Iran? 

• How do they evaluate these outcomes regarding their job performance? 

• What do they believe about their organizations’ expectation of them in terms of 

implementing e-banking? 

• What does their organization do/should do, to motivate the employees to comply 

with the e-banking implementation in their organizations? 

• What facilitating conditions are provided by these organizations for their 

employees to adapt themselves with the new methods of doing their works? 
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• What impediments do they face or expect to face by implementation of e-banking 

in their organization? 

• Do they have possibility to gain required capability to adapt themselves with e-

banking requirements? 

• Do they believe that e-banking will be useful for their organization? 

• Do they think that implementing of e-banking will have positive impact on their 

job performance? 

Thesis outline: 
This thesis consist five chapters. The first chapter gives a brief outlook of the subject and 

the concepts stated in the topic of the study and will state the research problem and 

relative questions. 

Second chapter provides theoretical issues and the literature related to the topic .The 

concepts on the topic is the main issue and a review on the relative literature is done to 

make them and the studies done about them acquainted. 

Third chapter consist the sketch of the methodology implemented in this study. Fourth 

chapter deals with data analysis, decisions had been made and the statistical findings of 

this study. Finally, on the last chapter conclusion will be made based on the findings and 

also managerial contribution of the findings of this study will be delineated. 
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Chapter two: Literature review 
Chapter summary: 
To understand theoretical basis and backgrounds of this study, about 74 papers and 

books have been studied from which 27 were related to e-banking issues in particular 

and 47 were dealt with service industry and relative issues and intention-based theories 

especially on IS adoption in different contexts. 

In the following chapter, E-banking and its short history and features globally and in our 

specific context is reviewed.  To monitor the importance of workforce in service industry, 

general characteristics of service and Internal Marketing is reviewed.  Further on 

Intention based theories and the adoption process is recognized. Based on the 

decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior and considering the research problems and 

objectives, the research hypotheses is formulated and research model is defined and 

outlined. 

E-banking:  

E- Banking definition: 
What is Electronic banking (further on referred as e-banking)? Bankersonline.com has 

presented a comprehensive definition of e-banking: 

“E-banking is an umbrella term for the process by which a customer may perform 

banking transactions electronically without visiting a brick - mortar institution. The 

following terms all refer one form or another of electronic banking: Personal computer 
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(PC) banking, Internet banking, Virtual banking, and online banking, Home banking, 

Remote electronic banking and Phone banking”(Al Abed,H.2003) 

In other definition it is more detailed: 

E-banking has been around for some time in the form of automatic teller machine and 

telephone transactions. More recently it has been transformed by the internet, a new 

delivery channel for banking services that benefits both customers and banks. 

 

E-Banking short history: 
The new trend of using electronic innovations on banking industry appeared to spread on 

1980s by advertising the banking services on Internet. Later by the 1990s the first 

American bank (Wells Fargo Bank) introduced the ultimate new set of online banking 

services. Some seven years later an English bank(Nationwide Building Society) 

introduced the same initiatives(Al Harthi,A.,2004) .After these two countries triggered 

the electronic banking, many countries have started similar activities and this trend is 

extending both its dimensions and locations by introducing new products through new 

channels(like mobile banking, interactive TV..) in different countries worldwide. The 

extent of e-banking is now spreading to developing countries too, although there are a lot 

of critical issues unanswered yet in both categories of the countries as the challenges of e-

banking in general term. 

Specific features of e-banking can be summarized as: 

E-banking features for customers E-banking features for banks 

Fast More efficient 

Convenient Reducing costs 

Available Eliminating location constrains(borderless) 

Accessible Expansion of reach through self-service technologies 

Time saving Dependence on Information Technology 

Cost saving --------- 
Table 3:E-banking features 
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Electronic banking started with using ATMs and telephone transactions. More recently it 

has been transformed by the internet, a new delivery channel for banking services that 

provides benefits for both customers and banks. 

Banks can provide services more efficiently and at substantially lower costs. For 

example, a typical customer transaction costing about $1 in a traditional "brick and 

mortar" bank branch  or $0.60 through a phone call costs only about $0.02  

online(Finance & development,2002).  

Further survey information from multiple sources indicate that an electronic payment 

only costs from one-third to one-half as much as its substitute paper-based alternative 

(Humphrey et al., 2003).Also based on the findings of an "output characteristics "cost 

function done by Humphrey et al. (2005) , European countries may have saved $32 

billion by shifting from paper-based to electronic payments and relying on ATMs rather 

than costly branch offices to deliver cash and other depositor-related services. This 

savings is 0.38% of their aggregate GDP in 1999. 

However the extents of e-banking are increasing. Both banks and customers are 

increasingly migrating from traditional banking channels to the e-banking channel (Mols, 

P.N., 1998 and 2000) but despite the benefits and advantages of e-banking for both sides, 

it entails some critical issues both for customers and the banks which can be summarized 

as follows: 

• High dependence on rapid changing IT 

• Risk management 

• Legalization 

• Customer conscious on privacy and safety 

• Social, economical and cultural aspects 

Banking industry in Iran: 
After occurrence of Islamic Revolution in Iran on 1979, banks' capitals and investments 

considered as national equity and all existing banks turned to be nationalized and became 

part of public equity. From that time, banks were generally governed by the government 

and several state owned institutions had control over them and made policy for those 

banks. Central Bank of Iran (CBI) has acted as direct controller of the governmental 
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banks. On 2000 foundation of private banks was sanctioned on the third economic, social 

and cultural development plan. From that date, six private banks have come to existence 

and considering their progress and stability in the financial market they seem to be 

success practices. 

Initiation of private banking accompanied by the understanding the new requirements, 

triggered the governmental banking industry to move step by step toward e-banking. 

They opened their gates to the new technologies and innovations in this industry and 

started to revise their strategies, plans and operations in a way to be more profitable and 

also more competitive. 

During the short period of emergence of private banks, they have appeared to be more 

flexible and responsive to the pervasive needs and wants in the society, which may have 

been inevitable consequence of lessened control of government on different aspects, 

however the overall control and supervision of CBI still remains on force even for private 

banks. 

At present there are 6 private and 11 governmental banks in Iranian Financial market 

(from which 7 are considered as retail (commercial) banks and 4 are specialized banks) 

which all of them should consider the general laws, rules and directives dictated by CBI 

and Currency and Credit Council. 

 

E-banking in Iran: 
The introduction of modern payment (as basic principle of e-banking) instruments in Iran 

can be traced back to early 1990s where commercial bank of Sepah launched its "Aber 

Bank Debit Card" and ATM services. Since then almost all Iranian banks have provided 

their customers with the card payment services focusing on cards with debit function and 

ATM services to tackle problem of heavy branch traffics(CBI,2005).These  trend 

continued until 2002 on which CBI, referring to the necessity of standardization in the 

national payment system and its instruments and also regulatory requirements of 

supervision and oversight over the banks, as well as the state agenda to introduce and 

develop new concepts and means of banking services exploiting recent developments in 

ICT technologies introduced and developed National Standard on Payment and 
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Settlement system(NPT) .NPT has made required electronic infrastructure for inter-banks 

integration with the objectives as follows: 

• To reduce the overall costs and investments by the banking systems 

• To provide quality services to the customers 

• To regulate this industry and provide means of supervision for CBI to minimize 

and manage relative risks. 

These supportive actions have provided appropriate ground for progressive actions by the 

banks although the required and sufficient infrastructure needs to be more supported by 

the government. 

During the short period of coming to existence, e-banking in Iran shows considerable 

growth. The following tables indicate the growth of both number and volume of  

Inter bank transactions based on NPT system which indirectly indicate the growth of card 

transaction by bank customers. The difference on the growth percentage between the 

number and volume of transactions on 2003-2004 can be interpreted that more customers 

have been attracted to usage of card payments and ATMs although the amount of their 

transactions does not show the same growth. 

YEARS POSs ATMs Total Daily 
average change%

2001-2002  
 
- 360,341         360,341 1,534            -    

2002-2003  
 
1,836  

 
3,430,228      3,432,064 9,461         952  

2003-2004  
 
235,076 38,525,916    38,525,916 142,689      1,122  

Table4:Inter-bank Card Transaction, source: www .cbi.ir 

YEARS Net Amount(Rls) Interchange 
Fee(Rls) change% 

2001-2002          28,328,007,525        400,570,590 
2002-2003        311,849,537,064     3,484,071,499 1,100  
2003-2004     1,323,329,668,090   39,234,503,857 424  

Table 5:Inter-bank Card Transaction Volume, source:  www.cbi.ir 
 

http://www.cbi.ir
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At present, almost all Iranian banks (private or governmental) have initiated e-banking 

activities in one way or another, while some of them have had significant progress in this 

field the others are staggering along the way. 

Initiative and supportive approach of CBI and some other governmental organizations 

seems have had positive impact to fuel the competition among Iranian banks but 

comparing the financial and managerial supports which governmental banks receive, the 

progress made by private ones seems to be more significant. 

Based on the statistics issued by CBI on Oct.2006, progress of banks under this study for 

employment of some of electronic payment means for banks under study is described in 

the following table. 

 
Bank 
name 

Cards 
issued 

ATMs 
installed 

POSs 
installed 

Pin pads 
installed 

Melli 1,526,213 280 687 438 Governmental 
banks Refah 15,782 111 0 180 

Parsian 1,098,610 48 19,972 0 Private banks 
Karafarin 9,776 10 0 0 

Table 6-data on electronic payments mean , www.cbi.ir 

Internal challenges of e-banking for the banks: 
What understood as internal challenges are figured out as: 

• Strategic adaptation of the plans in the organization 

• Internal adoption of the new technology 

Mols (1999) clearly refer to the strategic and internal adoption as the success factors of 

banks. He states that investigations indicate that banks which are successful with their 

introduction and exploitation of the new channels (e-banking) are also the banks which 

experience these channels to be an advantage for themselves, other banks and the 

customers .On his point of view e-banking is accompanied by uncertainty inside the 

banks. If the customers accept the electronic channels, an adaptation process is likely to 

take place, which will involve the closing of bank branches and a reduction of the staff in 

most banks (Mols et al., 1999).This development will not proceed without conflicts, as 

those who are likely to be worse off under this scenario will try to slow down the process 

and delay the introduction of the new distribution channels (Mols, 1999). 

http://www.cbi.ir
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Both factors referred to; seem to be critical for organizations who have welcomed new 

technologies. Close and diligent managerial approach to consider the above challenges in 

order to prevent complicated situation may prevent total failure of embracing new 

technologies. 

Workforce and new channels in e-banking: 
E-banking has some specific characteristics which have stronger impact on the banks 

workforce. The distinction between product and process innovations (in e-banking) could 

be potentially important for research on e-banking because the adoption of each type 

requires different organizational skills: 

• Product innovation requires that banks assimilate customer need, changes in 

demographic aspects and supply new ways to enter bank markets. 

• Process innovations require banks to apply information and communication 

technology to improve efficiency of product development and commercialization 

and service quality. This in turn requires banks to have necessary organizational 

capabilities and effective business strategies (Batiz-Lazo, B.; Woldesenbet, K., 

2004). 

Managers and employees in the banks are product developer and so may have a critical 

role on the quality of the products which leads to satisfaction of the customers. 

The satisfaction circle will not be completed without active anticipation of the workforce 

especially in service provision. 

The implementation of electronic innovations may affect the work environment on two 

opposite direction: 

• Utilizing IT applications, electronic devices and internet based applications on 

daily operations may provide speed, comprehensiveness in data processing and 

accurate reporting facilities both for employees and for the managers. 

• Utilizing IT applications, electronic devices and internet –based applications by 

speeding the job performance may lower the needs for unskilled workforce. 

Taking the situation into consideration, it seems obvious that workforce in the service 

industry may encounter the usage of any innovation of this kind in the organizations. A 

review of IT implementation research indicate that organizational users' utilization of IT 

depends not only on their beliefs, attitudes and intentions ,but also managements' 
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strategies, policies, and actions(Lucas,1978;Ginzberg,1981;Ives & Olsen,1984;Leonard 

barton&Deschamps,1988).What can be concluded is that in case of introduction of IT 

applications, the supportive action and enforcing strategies may reduce the resistance of 

the employees.  

Top management in such organizations should consider the importance of strategic 

approach toward implementation of IT throughout the organization and revise the HR 

strategies in compliance with their IT strategies. These organizations should take care of 

their strategies and adapt them with the new environment and its requirements. In this 

regard they should pay special attention to their workforce. 

Is e-banking perceived as threat for bank employees? 
Nordea bank (Jellassi, T 2005), recognized as one of the best practices in implementing 

e-banking has evolved its strategy through different stages: 

• Creation of e-habit among branch customers. E-habit was created by involvement 

of branch staff that enjoyed the trust of customers on their physical branches. The 

other benefit of involvement of their branch staff was realizing the needs and 

wants and capabilities of their customers through them in order to create the 

simple e-banking useable for all. 

• Interconnect customers by integrating the different banking channels. 

• Personalize the e-banking services and customize offerings. 

E-banking and bricks and mortar banking have never been in competition at Nordea. 

They are complementary (Jellassi.T, 2005). 

In the Nordea case ,it is mentioned that based on their strategy, E-banking is not a 

separate profit center .The important objective of achieving a crucial size in this industry 

was gained by Nordea through an strategically decision about using the branch staff as  

its army to market its new products through new channels(Jellassi,T.,2005). 

What can be concluded from the above experience in the real world leads to realization of 

the employees' role in the transition process. But the question remains that how any 

organization may make the best use of the huge potential exists on the workforce and 

how to make safe situation by diverting this potentials to the right direction. 

Opportunities are constructed, not found (Kruger, N.Jr, 1998) 
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Banks' employees' characteristics in Iran:  
As we discussed previously, e-banking has been emerged in Iranian banking industry  by 

general decision posed by CBI and patronized by the high political authorities .It can be 

said that it came from outside rather than to be sprung from realizing the necessities in 

the banks organization or at least as a reaction to the growing needs of the society. The 

source of formation of an innovation in an organization has influence on the acceptance 

of that innovation and may affect the relevant strategies in that organization. This is 

general in almost all developing countries .This countries import new technologies either 

volitionally or voluntarily .The players of this action usually are a small fraction of the 

population who has had the chance to expand their knowledge about the relative 

innovation, while the majority of the population neither know nor want to have the 

innovations. For this reason and despite desire of minority of the population, in general 

scale the developing countries are lagers and followers (Al Sukkar, A., Hassan, H., 2005). 

They usually follow the innovations which have been brought to the existence in 

developed countries. Although due to wide spread usage and inducement of electronic 

media which have facilitated the connection in the world, next generations may witness 

different experiences but the above mechanism is still alive in developing countries.  

E-banking services are one instance of the said phenomena. 

Despite the said fact and based on the data and statistics published by the Central bank of 

Iran on recent years, the trend of expansion of e-banking approach on Iranian banks and 

among their customers shows a rapid upward growth although in general terms, usage of 

computer and internet and technology-based self services is not widely routed in the 

country yet, it is obvious that encouraging e-banking either on customer side or in 

workforce need some antecedents to provide the ground for national usage and adoption 

of e-banking.  

There are some other issues such as preference of face to face interaction in banking 

activities which may hamper the process of cannibalizing the traditional customers to e-

banking. In developing countries face to face interaction is even more important .If 

introduction of e-banking may be considered as threat by the employees, this attitude may 

have some negative impact on the customers too and may destroy the ground for quick 

adoption of e-banking.  
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The introduction of e-commerce technology (i.e. e-banking)affects both the way 

employee work and how they relate to customers when their interactions with their 

customers are mediated ,replaced or constrained by technology .Despite numerous 

benefits of electronic innovations ,this has created new and often unexpected challenges 

in the way staff interact with customers .As customers embrace e-commerce technologies 

and carry out many(if not most) of their transactions online , there is less need to use the 

branch network for day to day banking activities .Consequently the previous strategy of 

the banks for expansion of their branch network may not be a successful one. This fact 

has already been under consideration due to the oncoming conflict between IT and 

employment strategies of the banks. This has given rise to a new competitive 

environment in which firms must develop new and effective business strategies for 

sustainable growth (Blunt ,Y , et al,2005).  

Due to the function of traditional banks, a strict, rigid, hierarchical structure has been 

created over the decades. Control over the employees is strict too. The characteristics of 

the jobs are usually routine work and the general environment does not encourage 

employees to be creative. Innovation is not welcomed since innovative approach by the 

employees may endanger the routine characteristics of the jobs and furthermore the 

control over the systems and functions may be difficult .Consequently innovative 

approach is welcomed neither among managers nor in the ranks and files.  

Considering the overall characteristics of the Iranian workforce (as described above) and 

also the features of jobs in banks, it can be assumed that innovative approach has hardly 

any field to grow .By introducing e-banking and implementing of new technologies, 

creative approach must be cultivated within the organization and among the employees of 

the banks, which seems to be a hard task for the banks. 

Changing organizational environment to provide consistency between the workforce 

perceptions of new services and new channels seems to be critical for successive 

implementing of e-banking in Iranian banks. 

Studying the job description and distribution in Iranian banks indicate that majority of 

their employees are involved in routine works which are mainly regulated over times, 

while by encouraging the usage of e-banking for the banking services, the requirement 

for this first level role will diminish and there will be greater emphasis on more highly 
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skilled jobs, and on employees who can interact with customers on complex financial 

transactions. On the other hand ,there will be fewer less-skilled routine jobs available and 

needed since automation on first step will endanger these jobs. Banks will need to find 

ways to manage their workforce who are not productive on the traditional ways any more 

and current workforce will either have to step up to higher-level position or leave the 

organization. 

Banks which tend to be active in e-banking may consider a few possible approaches 

regarding their human resources as it can be concluded from the  research done in 

Australia about two banks on 2005 (Blunt,Y ,2005) : 

• To keep their existing workforce and plan to empower them through relative 

strategies to enhance the scope of their experience and also empower the existing 

workforce. 

• To fire those  which seems not to be appropriate for the new environment and 

replace them with newcomers, equipped with required knowledge, and creative 

potentials for the coming challenges of e-banking. This may be done by 

outsourcing the required labor and knowledge too.  

Either one may have some advantages and disadvantages for banks in Iran. The third 

approach which is assumed to be more appropriate in Iranian banks may be a 

combination of the above options .The third option may lessen the negative effects of the 

above options. 

At present situation, implementation of each option may slow down the newly introduced 

e-banking in Iran due to the conflicts among the effective factors. 

On governmental banks ,more than50% of banks employees are low educated front line 

employees ( Sasangohar, P., 2003) who have been recruited within less than ten years and 

are mainly engaged on book keeping and routine based jobs in the branch networks. 

Although in recent years bank managements have tried to higher the employees' 

academic education but the majority of banks' employees are under university degrees 

(Sasangohar, P., 2003). 

On the other hand the National recruitment policies do not allow discharging of the 

existing employees especially those who have higher banking experience which usually 

have dominant roles in their positions and have permanent employment contracts, so it 
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seems that keeping the existing workforce for banks is inevitable and in short terms banks 

(especially governmental banks) should think of development of existing potentials and 

empowerment of their employees.  

Basadur et al(2002) found that creativity can be developed ,increased and managed by 

organizations .Specific results from increasing organizational creativity can be identified 

,including new products and methods ,increased efficiency ,greater motivation ,job 

satisfaction ,team work ,a focus on customer satisfaction ,and more strategic thinking at 

all levels(Mohammed Mostafa,2003). If organizations want to encourage creativity, they 

must explore the range of identifying factors .This will permit managers to focus on the 

manifestations of creativity they believe are appropriate to their specific problems or 

situations (Gundry and Kickul, 1994, Mohammed Mostafa,2003). Organizations must 

develop a cognitive infrastructure that increases and broadens what their members 

perceive as desirable and perceive as feasible (Krueger,N.,Jr.,1998). 

This is supposed to be a hard work for the top management and need alignment of HRM 

with organizational strategy. In case this task might not be taken seriously and correctly 

the possibility of failure for the banks to achieve their targets and objectives of e-banking 

may increase. Enhancing the productivity and efficiency in the banks may become a 

dream rather than reality and e-banking will remain to be an expensive fantasy for the 

banks which impose extra charges of technological infrastructures with very little benefit. 

Iranian banks need to make innovative culture in order to be successful to bring up their 

organization in a state to provide innovative products through new channels efficiently. 

Technology itself can't improve banking performance or make better strategic decisions. 

It does help talented workers to achieve these ends (Johnson, B. C.,et al , A,2005)  

That would be obvious that even by successful penetration of e-banking, there would still 

be many jobs, nothing more than routine, in the banks, but part of labor force can be freed 

and will have the chance to think and work on new ideas which can bring competitive 

advantage for the banks and also increase the profitability of the new services and 

products. 
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E-banking is a service: 
Banking industry provide financial services for customers .High performance of the 

banks can be provided by considering the general features of service industry and service 

marketing. 

What is a service? 
A service is a process consisting of a series of more or less intangible activities that 

normally, but not necessarily always, take place in interactions between the customer and 

service employees and or physical resources or goods and /or systems of the service 

provider, which are provided as solutions to customer problems (Gronroos, 2000).From 

the definition stated, it can be understood that service is a customer centric process which 

its quality is mainly dependent on the service employee. 

According to Berry (1981) banks are service businesses, which mean that what they sell 

is performance. Median (1984) argues that the products that banks offer are essentially 

services, therefore, the satisfaction the customer gets from purchasing a product from the 

bank comes from the performance of the service, rather from the ownership of a physical 

good. 

Service marketing and its features: 
Marketing in competitive environment has got more importance and the scope of it has 

been spread and it has been enriched during the recent decades on the shadow of rapid 

technological innovations.  

Post industrial economies characterized by high competition, greater access to 

information and saturated markets with more sophisticated customers 

(Rydberg,L.;Anderson,H.,2005). Marketing as is defined by Kotler (2003) is “meeting 

needs profitability” by set of marketing tools which are categorized as 4P’s (Product, 

Price, Promotion and Place). In the service industry, marketing of the services especially 

on the new environment on which high competition makes the circumstance more 

diligent for players is highly required. Marketing plays a critical role on gaining success 

or failure. 

Zeithmal, Parasuraman and Berry (1990) have stated that in service marketing the 

essence is service. As most marketing literature stress the importance of the 4P's of 
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marketing, the service marketing literature stresses the most competitive weapon to be the 

fifth P (Performance). It is the performance that creates the perceived service quality that 

results in true customers who buy more and remain loyal to the firm (Rydberg, L.; 

Anderson, H.,2005 ). 

Furthermore it is also added that the interaction between people within the organization 

and the external customers has become more and more important and this is also the 

reason why the 4p's no longer fulfills its original purpose. People and processes are not 

addressed through the 4 P's mix (Dunmore, 2002). 

Internal marketing:  
Due to the increased importance of services and thereby the increased human contact in 

the business settings the need for internal marketing has increased (Gronroos, 2002). 

More than 25 years ago, internal marketing was originally proposed as being a solution to 

the problem of being able to constantly deliver high service quality (Gronroos, 2000). In 

order to achieve this goal, early researchers in the field argued that the focus should be 

upon the issue of employee motivation and satisfaction (Ahmed &Rafiq, 2002).To 

explain the origin of this concept Gronroos (2000) writes that in this new concept of 

developing service orientation, organizations must be aware of the fact that the 

employees are a first internal market for the organization. Further he argues that if goods, 

services, planned marketing, communication, new technologies, etc. can not be marketed 

into this internal market, external customers can not expected to be successful either 

(Rydberg,L.;Anderson,H.,2005).  

The concept of internal marketing starts with this assumption ,or in other words, the 

quality of the employees affect the overall quality of the service because of the labor 

intensive nature of most service provisions(Burton,1994)If this can not be done there is a 

high risk that the interactive marketing process will be mistreated leading to a decrease in 

the functional quality ( Rydberg,L.;Anderson,H.,2005). 

Berry &Parasuraman (1991) argue that Internal Marketing is attracting, developing, 

motivating and retaining qualified employees through job-products that satisfy their 

needs. Internal Marketing is the philosophy of treating employees as customers…and it is 

the strategy of shaping job-products to feet human needs (Rydberg, L.; Anderson, H., 

2005). George &Gronroos, 1990 state that Internal Marketing is the "Philosophy for 
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managing the organization's human resources based on a marketing perspective", while 

Berry and Parasuraman (2000) state that although Internal Marketing is not a new idea, it 

is an idea that often is discussed without discussing necessary characteristics and 

specifics needed for implementation of the idea (Rydberg,L.;Anderson,H.,2005). Ahmed 

& Rafiq (2002) state that 'to have satisfied customers, the firm must also have satisfied 

employees'. Due to the increased importance of service competition in almost every 

business there has emerged an increased need for the concept of internal marketing. This 

increased need is a result that drives from the fact that services require more human 

contact(Gronroos,2000).It has been shown that any organization can use internal 

marketing to implement its external marketing or any other organizational strategies 

internally (Rydberg ,L.;Anderson,H.,2005). 

Ahmed &Rafiq (2002) explain the importance of internal communication when 

describing this internal marketing mix. Translated into internal marketing terms the aim 

of promotion (internal communication) is to motivate and influence employee attitudes 

which are obviously an important aspect of internal marketing (Rydberg, L.; Anderson, 

H.,2005).Based on the relative literature on Internal marketing it can be understood that 

gaining customer satisfaction is mainly related to the employees’ performance which will 

consequently provide customer loyalty and more and sustainable profit for the 

organization. Although in some researches done, the causal and systematic relevance of 

customer satisfaction with employees’ satisfaction is doubted but customer satisfaction is 

very much dependent on service providers' performance.  

Schneider and his associates have pioneered work in the US in the measurement of 

customer satisfaction by examining the relationship between employee perceptions and 

customer satisfaction. Their research uses employee attitudes to make inferences about 

the processes organizations engage in to impact customer satisfaction. In general they 

have found a fair amount of agreement between employee and customer perceptions of 

service climate, suggesting that contact employee can be a good source of information on 

customer attitudes (Schneider et al., 1980; Schneider &Bowen, 1985; Schmit &Allscheid, 

1995).Tornow and Wiley (1991) found a positive relationship between employee 

opinions and customer satisfaction and between employee opinions, customer 

satisfaction, and contract renewal. Wiley (1991) also reported a positive relationship 
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between employee opinions and customer satisfaction. However a cautionary note is 

sounded by Bitner et al. (1994).They reported that although their roles and expected 

sequence of events and behaviors, there may be significant differences in accounts of 

dissatisfactory service encounters. 

Impact of technological advances on service market: 
The ongoing technological advances have changed the competition scenarios among and 

within different industries, as well. Differentiation among the competitors is getting 

difficult due to rapid changes and globalization .Borders and limitations on global 

communication has been replaced by ease of international communication .On this 

turbulent environment new technologies and hardware can be copied and duplicated 

easily. Comparing with previous decades, the speed of duplication of technical aspects is 

significant. 

Any advantage in costs or distinctiveness that companies gained in this 

way(Reengineering ,automating or outsourcing)is usually short lived, for their rivals 

adopted similar technologies and process improvements and thus quickly matched the 

leaders ,but advantages that companies gain by raising the productivity of their most 

valuable workers may well  be more enduring , for their rivals will find these 

improvements much harder to copy(Johnson, B. C.,et al , A,2005) . 

The jobs in service industries are more involved with the interactive relations with the 

customers. The characteristics of these jobs require more innovative and creative 

approach in a way to be able to fulfill the increasing demands of the customers.  

Competitive advantage is getting a volatile phenomenon for the enterprises and 

sustainability of it relies on the human resource management and knowledge. 

Organizations need to find ways to manage the employment relationship so that their 

employees would be motivated to provide the support and interaction that customers 

expect, and it is obvious that without appropriate support of management, employees are 

likely to provide poorer service to customers (Blunt, Y.,et al., 2005). 

However what can be understood is that evolution on technologic side of workplace has 

made a considerable change on relations in the organizations which require diligent 

attention of the managers and the organizations to be successful and to sustain success for 

long time. The success of technological innovations is dependent on individuals who 
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contribute to the innovation by actively and enthusiastically promoting its progress 

(Mols, N, P, 1999). 

Innovative, creative managers and employees are intangible assets of any organization 

which seek to be successful in the turbulent environment of digital millennium. Intangible 

assets such as the capabilities of the workforce will become increasingly important 

especially for service providing organizations. If an organization does not give due 

emphasis to human resource strategies, investment in technologies such as e-commerce 

may not give it the competitive advantage it seeks (Blunt, Y., et al., 2005).  

In recent years and on the shadow of technological advances and innovative approach to 

the existing processes, the role and importance of human resources has drastically 

changed. 

During the mass production era ,mainly hands and physical presence of work force was 

required and emphasized while by implementing of new technologies ,not only the hands 

but also minds of workforce is required(Ammar,A.D,2004 ) .The methods and structure 

of production has changed also .Many jobs which used to be performed by workers are 

no longer done by them and are automated .At the same time so many new jobs have 

been created which are mainly based on modern knowledge and require specific 

knowledge in the workplace. So obviously the characteristics of workforce have changed 

and are assumed to be changed more in future. 

On service industry, the role and importance of human resources are more significant 

since in performance of any service activity, interaction between customers and the 

service providers are more critical. Achieving customer satisfaction and sustainable 

profitability needs diligent care and attention on organizing the relationship between the 

receiver and provider of the service. By progressive movement of e-services (including e-

banking) and transforming the basic activities in this industry to automation and internet 

based performances, the workforce engaged in these industries will be highly affected. 

Internalization of the adoption: 
In order to lead the organization to the new paths opened by embracing new technologies, 

managers need to provide direct experience for their employees to enhance opportunities 
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to internalize desirability and feasibility of environmental opportunities (Krueger, N.Jr, 

1998). 

Every staff adopted with the innovations in the organization may benefit the organization 

from two different directions: 

• As a single ring of the organization chain, he/she may carry his new 

responsibilities in a better and more efficient way and will increase the probability 

of persuasion of the customers to adopt with the new products or processes 

induced by the organization. 

• He /she may appear as the customer of the new products/new processes 

himself/herself and it is obvious that, in case of satisfaction, the impact of word of 

mouth from such a person might be doubled too. 

Adoption with innovations: 
The adoption of an innovation entails some sort of supporting infrastructure, both 

tangible and intangible .Individuals need to perceive a perspective new course of action 

as a credible opportunity, which requires the opportunity to not just be viable, but be 

perceived as viable…. Well-developed theory and robust empirical evidence support how 

perceptions of organization members, channeled through intentions, can inhibit-or 

enhance-the pursuit of new opportunities (Krueger, N.Jr, 1998). 

 

Theories of motivation(e.g. Mazlow 1970;McGregor 1960;Drucker 1973)have provided 

much insights for the managers to consider the ways to motivate the employees and 

higher the productivity ,but ,their applications in management and organizations have 

been largely confined to compensation(i.e. ,pay ,benefits ,non pecuniary recognition and 

others) and job performance .Less attention has been paid on  their application in such 

managements contexts as training and development(Ghee Soon Lim & Amy 

Chan,2003).The intrinsic side of motivation which is related to individual beliefs , norms 

and personal values and perceptions have attracted less attention despite what 

Amabile(1996)discusses that intrinsic motivation enhances creativity (Mohammed 

Mostafa,2003). 

To evaluate the perceptions of the employees toward a new opportunity resulted from the 

technological innovation may provide better understanding of the intentions (i.e. intrinsic 
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motivation) of the employees to cooperate or inhibit in the process of implementation of 

the innovation. 

Prediction of the human behavior has been under attention by many socio psychologists 

from the late 19th century and different theories have discussed this phenomenon. One of 

these theories which have suggested that attitudinal beliefs could explain human actions 

and considered the intrinsic part of the motivation and its causal relation with personal 

beliefs, social norms and control beliefs, is the theory of planned behavior (TPB) which 

was first introduced by Izac Ajzen on 1991. 

On the first stage Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) postulated that attitudes are the most direct 

antecedent of behavior. They argue that there are three components in an individual's 

attitudes, namely, cognitive, affective and behavioral components. Cognitive components 

comprise "beliefs, opinions, knowledge or information", affective components comprise 

"the specific feelings regarding the personal impact of the antecedents" and behavioral 

components comprise "the intentions to behave in a certain way based on a person's 

specific feelings or attitude"(Ghee Soon Lim & Amy Chan, 2003). 

These theories have been completed and evolved by the time and during the process of 

implementing on different fields of researches. They have been adapted in every specific 

situation by the researchers due to the relevant context while the core of all these models  

put light on the causal relation between the intention of people to do something with the 

intrinsic motivation of them which in general have relation with the beliefs, emotions and 

social norms every individual posses. 

Intention-based theories: 
Since intentions are found to be good predictors of specific behaviors, they have become 

a critical part of many contemporary theories of human social behavior. Although the 

theories differ in detail; there is growing convergence on a small number of variables that 

account for much of the variance in behavioral intentions. These variables can be viewed 

as representing three major kinds of considerations that influence the decision to engage 

in a given behavior: 

1. The likely positive or negative consequences of the behavior 

2. The approval or disapproval of the behavior by respected individuals or groups, 
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3. The factors that may facilitate or impede performance of the behavior(Ajzen, I. , 

Fishbein, M. ,2001) 

Brief description of the intention-based theories: 
Major achievements have been made in the last decade in understanding user adoption 

and usage of IT innovations. In particular, intention-based theories of IS adoption have 

emerged as an important stream of research. These theories include the theory of 

reasoned action(TRA)(Fishbein, M., A jzen,I.,1975),the theory of planned 

behavior(TPB)(Ajzen 1991),and the technology acceptance model(TAM)(Davis 

1989,Davis et al.1989).  

According to these theories, user adoption and usage behavior are determined by 

intention to use IT, which in turn is influenced by beliefs about and attitudes towards IT. 

Since attitudes and beliefs about IT innovation are antecedents of user intention and 

usage, it is critical to understand the external variables that influence the formation and 

change of attitudes and beliefs (Davis et al.1989). However they all follow the same logic 

in order to predict and explain an individual's adoption of a specific IT innovation. They 

assert,' Intention to adopt is a reasonable proxy for actual adoption behavior.'(Han, 

Shengnan, 2003). 

Here we may have a brief overview of each of the theories and models to make a better 

understanding of each and the contexts that these theories have been more implemented 

and the outcomes and brief conclusions gained: 

 

Theory of Reasoned Action:  
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) is a well-researched intention model that has been 

applied extensively in predicting and explaining behavior across many domains, 

"virtually any human behavior"(Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980).According to TRA, the most 

important determinant of a person's behavior is behavior intent .The individual's intention 

to perform a behavior is a combination of attitude toward performing the behavior and 

subjective norm. The individual's attitude toward the behavior includes: Behavioral 

belief, evaluation of behavioral outcome, subjective norm, normative beliefs and the 

motivation to comply. 
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Attitude is defined as a learned association in memory between an object and a positive 

or negative evaluation of that object, and attitude strength is equivalent to the strength of 

this association (Fazio, 1990). 

 If a person perceives that the outcome from performing a behavior is positive, she/he 

will have a positive attitude toward performing that behavior. The opposite can also be 

stated if the behavior is thought to be negative. If relevant others see performing the 

behavior as positive and the individual is motivated to meet the expectations of relevant 

others, then a positive subjective norm is expected. If relevant others see the behavior as 

negative and the individual wants to meet the expectations of these "others", then the 

experience is likely to be a negative subjective norm for the individual.  

Intentions are driven by perceptions of feasibility and perceptions of desirability (Ajzen., 

1991). 

 

TRA works most successfully when applied to behaviors that are under volitional control 

by the person, if not despite high motivation of the person, he/she may not actually 

perform the behavior due to intervening of environmental conditions and variables. 

Therefore, TRA captures the individual internal psychological variables (Han, Shengnan, 

2003). 

 

Figure 1: The model of Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) 
 
TRA provides a useful framework for understanding and predicting a wide variety of 

behaviors (Ajzen, 1991). 
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Technology Acceptance Model: 
Technology Acceptance Model has been specially introduced to explain computer usage 

behavior. TAM uses TRA as a theoretical basis for identifying the strong links between 

two key beliefs, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use and user's attitude, 

intentions and actual computer adoption behavior. TAM does not include subjective 

norms as a determinant of behavioral intention. Ease of use effects attitude and behavior 

more significantly in users who use the system for the first time than in users who have 

used the system for a long time. Increased ease of use over time leads to improved 

performance, ease of use would have a direct influence on perceived usefulness. TAM 

compares favorably with TRA and TPB in the research domain of information 

technology (Shengnan Han, 2003). 

 
Figure 2: Technology Acceptance Model 
 

Theory of Planned Behavior: 
The theory of planned behavior was evolved from the TRA by Fishbein 
& Ajzen on 1991.It was developed to predict behaviors in which individuals have 

incomplete volitional control and that behaviors are located at some point along a 

continuum that extends from total control to a complete lack of control. The third 

determinant which has been added to measure non-volitional effects of the constructs on 

behavior is perceived behavioral control. The inclusion of perceived behavior control in 

the TPB has added to the explanatory power of TPB (Mathieson, 1991; Taylor &Todd 

1995a). It is also referred that perceived behavioral control is added to the TPB model to 
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account for situations where individuals lack complete control over their behavior (Ajzen, 

1985, 1991; Ajzen and Madden, 1986). Notably a number of empirical studies have 

found a relationship between perceived behavior control and intention (Ajzen, 1991; 

Madden et al, 1992; Sparks et al., 1992). 

Perceived behavioral control is determined by two factors; Control Beliefs and Perceived 

Power. Perceived behavioral control indicates that a person's motivation is influenced by 

how difficult the behaviors are perceived to be, as well as the perception of how 

successfully the individual can, or can not, perform the activity. If a person holds strong 

control beliefs about the existence of factors that will facilitate a behavior, then the 

individual will have high perceived control over a behavior. Conversely, the person will 

have a low perception of control if she holds strong control beliefs that impede the 

behavior. This perception can reflect past experiences, anticipation of upcoming 

circumstances, and the attitudes of the influential norms that surround the individual. 

Control factors include both internal and external factors. Internal factors are such things 

as skills, abilities, information, emotions such as stress, etc. External factors include such 

things as situation or environmental factors. 

 

Figure 3: The model of Theory of planned behavior 
 

Decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior: 
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Fang, k, 2004). DTPB provides a comprehensive way of understanding the factors that 

can influence a person's decision to use information technology (Hoppe, R, Newman, P.& 

Mugera,P,2001) while TPB only partly explains the relationship between  the belief 

structures and antecedents of intention. 

Shimp and Kavas (1984) argued that the cognitive components of belief could not be 

organized into a single conceptual or cognitive unit. Taylor and Todd (1995) also 

specified that, based on the diffusion of innovation theory, the attitudinal belief has three 

salient characteristics of an innovation that influence adoption which are relative 

advantage, complexity and compatibility (Shih, Ya-Yuh; Fang, k.2004). 

Related advantage refers to the degree to which an innovation provides benefits which 

supersede those of its precursor and may incorporate factors such as economic benefits, 

image, enhancement, convenience and satisfaction (Rogers, 1983). Relative advantages 

should be positively related to an innovation's rate of adoption (Rogers, 1983; Tan and 

Teo, 2000). 

Complexity represents the degree to which an innovation is perceived to be difficult to 

understand, learn or operate (Rogers, 1983). It is also defined as “the degree to which an 

innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use”. Innovative 

technologies that are perceived to be easier to use and less complex have a higher 

possibility of acceptance and use by potential users. Thus, complexity would be expected 

to have negative relationship to attitude. Complexity (and its corollary, ease of use) has 

been found to be an important factor in the technology adoption decision (Davis et al.,

1989). 

Compatibility is the degree to which the innovation fits with the potential adopter's 

existing values, previous experience and current needs (Rogers, 1983). Tornatzkey and 

Klein (1982) find that an innovation is more likely to be adopted when it is compatible 

with the job responsibilities and value system of the individual. Therefore, it may be 

expected that compatibility relates positively to adoption. An innovation is likely to be 

adopted to the extent that its use does not violate cultural or social norms (Shih, Ya-Yuh; 

Fang, k., 2004). 

It is argued that self-efficacy, resource-facilitating conditions and technology-facilitating 

conditions are the most relevant determinants of behavioral control (Shengnan Han, 
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2003)and are assumed as the main factors which postulate the perceived control of the 

involved person.  

Taylor and Todd (1995) showed that the decomposed model of the TPB has better 

explanatory power than the pure TPB and TRA models.

Figure 4: The model of Theory of planned behavior with belief decomposition 
 

The intention-based theories of IT adoption ,i.e. the theory of reasoned action(TRA) 

(Fishbein and Ajzen,1975,Davis et al,1989), the technology acceptance model(TAM), 

(Davis et al,1989,Venkatesh and Davis 1996,2000),the theory of planned behavior 

(TPB),(e.g. Mathieson 1991,Taylor and Todd 1995,Venkatesh and Brown 2001),have 

shown that user adoption and usage of IT innovations is ultimately determined by the 

person's beliefs and attitudes toward the information systems. The Diffusion of 

Innovation theory (DIT) suggests that the user's perception of the characteristics of an 

innovation affect its adoption (e.g. Moore and Benbasat 1991, Plouff et al, 2001, Rogers, 

1995). These researches have produced useful insights into the cognitive, emotional, 
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affective and behavioral reactions of individuals to technology, and into the external 

variables that influence these reactions.( Han ,Shengnan,2003).  

 

Critiques to TPB: 
There have been some critiques on intention based theories: 

Bhattacherjee,(1998) argues that though TAM and TPB have provided reasonable 

predictions of IT usage in personal setting, their usefulness in explaining implementation 

within organizational settings has been questioned because of their inability to 

incorporate the role of managerial influences on intra-organizational IT usage. 

He proposes that this limitation is addressed by developing a theory-based model of IT 

usage based on an integration of individual and managerial variables within a common 

framework, which is nominated as PAM (Principal Agent Model). PAM describes the 

behavior of two parties involved in a business relationship in which the pay offs of one 

party (the principal) depend on the actions of the other (Agent).The principal owns the 

means of production but does not posses the time or ability to produce the desired output, 

and therefore hires an outside agent to perform the task on his /her behalf...The Agent 

may act in a manner that is inconsistent with the principal's interests, resulting in an 

agency problem. PAM attributes this agency problem to three reasons: 

• Goal incongruence: The agent's goals may differ from that of the principal, 

• Information asymmetry: The principal can not accurately observes the agent's 

behavior or private information utilized in such behavior, 

• Differential risk preference: The principal and agent may have different attitudes 

toward risky behavior. 

PAM attempts to resolve the agency problem by proposing appropriate incentive schemes 

(or contracts) and control mechanisms. At the core of the principal-agent problem lies 

goal incongruence, this may induce users to behave against management's interests 

(Bhattacherjee, Anol, 1998) 

Another critique refers to the fact that most of the empirical studies have been concluded 

in the North America, with only a few having been done in Asia and Europe, e.g., Japan, 

Hong Kong, Singapore, Finland, Switzerland .There are some researchers who question 
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the possibility of applying these theories to other cultures, The results of what has been 

done in Asia and Europe proved some constraints, but nevertheless fall far short of 

justifying a conclusion (Han, Shengnan, 2003). 

Despite the above critiques, this research is going to find the contribution of the results 

gained in different contexts with those effective in Iranian banks and among the 

organizational environment. It seems that the constructs induced in the intention-based 

theories prove to be reliable determinants of intention and behavior of the people in 

developing countries and in organizational contexts. 

 

Research Model in this study: 
The intention-based  theories employ different perspectives on designing empirical 

studies, eliciting beliefs and focusing on different external variables or stimuli to explore 

users' behavior when it comes to adopting the system in organizations, but they mostly 

provide similar results that prove their theoretical power in explaining and predicting 

individual users' adoption of IS in organizations(Han ,Shengnan ,2003). 

On e-banking ,some researches have been done based on the intention-based 

models(mainly TAM and DOI),predicting the customers adoption or assessing the 

managements perception towards Internet banking (Hoppe,R, Newman, P.& Mugera, P, 

2001;Shih,Y.,2004; Lin,H.F.&Lee,G.G,2004; Pikkarainen,T &K, Karjaluto, 

H.&Pahnila,S.,2004;Jaruwachirahanakul, B&Fink,D.,2005;Al Sukkar, A,2005,…).A list 

of some available researches done ,is enclosed in Appendix no.2. 

Most of the above mentioned researches have been done on customer sides and the 

constructs which affect adoption of the customers to the new technology implemented in 

the banking systems. Over time it has been realized that successful and sustainable 

approach to e-banking has two sides; 

• One is the customer side which during previous decade has been subject of many 

researches in different countries, especially on North America and Europe.  

• The other side is on the banks and financial institutes, their organizations, 

strategies and the way they are going to promote and marketize their innovative 

products and new processes inside their organization. 
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Successful adoption in e-banking as mentioned before is linked to the both dimensions of 

this industry. The two dimensions are complementary to each other. However the role 

and the performance of the banks can have a decisive weight and critical impact on 

attracting the customers to the innovative approach of the banks and be successful to 

retain them and increase their loyalty to e-banking. 

According to Chartered Management Institute, 80 percent of a company's worth is tied to 

the value of its employees (Abouseif, A, 2005) so attraction and retention of appropriate 

employees who are in line with the banks' strategies and act enthusiastically  to gain the 

objectives of the organization becomes a critical issue. On the other hand banks should 

have a realistic overview of their employees, their attitudes and perceived capabilities to 

adapt with the changing environment. 

The issues on motivation of the workforce and achieving higher efficiency and 

productivity is routed on many researches and theories during previous decades but 

however the necessity of it has never been under any question. A realistic approach to the 

motivation of the staff is required by the banks in a way to cope with the changes accrued 

by e-banking and utilization of electronic innovations. 

The motivation that attracts, retains, and engages younger employees, who are the 

potential source of newer and untapped knowledge, is quite different from that of their 

predecessor generations. Thus, what motivates the new employees is quite different from 

what motivated the generation before them. Some of these differences have already been 

documented (Wallace, 2001; Wolburg and Pokrywczynski, 2001). For example, whereas, 

climbing the corporate ladder was very important to employees of the yesteryears, it is 

not so to new generation .Thus, it has become very important for organizations to know 

how to motivate their employees. It is for this reason that, even though a lot has been said 

and done on the topic of motivation, the subject is being taken a fresh by practicing 

managers, especially those in a knowledge organization (Amar, A.D, 2004). 

At individual scale, it seems essential to understand the intrinsic drivers of the person to 

adopt himself/herself with the innovations. 

Intrinsic drivers are mainly based on the attitudinal beliefs, normative beliefs and the 

control beliefs. But in organizational scale some more factors may effect and have affects 
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on the individual intention to adopt with the innovations and it seems that there may be 

integration between the factors who lead an employee to adoption or rejection.  

In each of the researches noted above, behavior, i.e. the adoption and use of IT (in 

banking industry) is viewed as a consequences of a set of beliefs about technology and a 

set of affective responses (attitude) to the behavior .If we know the beliefs and the 

external variables that determine them, we could better understand why an individual 

adopts or rejects an innovation (Han, Shengnan, 2003). 

Dabholkar et al.(1996,1992) proposes and finds that favorable attitudes toward using 

technology in general will result in favorable attitudes toward using technology - based 

self – service(Bobbitt, M.L. & Pratibha A.Dabholkar,P.A.,2001). 

The model previously described (TPB) suggests that the relative contributions of attitude, 

subjective norms and perceptions of control to the prediction of intentions can vary as a 

function of the behavior and population under investigation (Ajzen &Fishbein,M,2001). 

Taking the above statement into consideration, this study is going to find whether the 

intention of banks employees in Iran on two different segments (Private and 

governmental) differs .Furthermore it is going to find which constructs have more 

predicting power on adoption process inside the organization.  

Reviewing the relative literature it is understood that TAM is relatively easy to apply but 

only captures very general user opinions about a system (Chin, W.W., Gopal, A., 1995) 

while TPB is less parsimonious than TAM and aims to predict a wide range of behavior 

and also includes constructs that do not appear in TAM (Mathieson,   K, et. al., 2001).In 

further researches it is found that decomposed TPB ,due to more constructs, have more 

prediction power than TAM and pure TPB. The extra constructs in the decomposed TPB 

contribute to a more complete understanding of usage behavior (Mathieson, K, et. al., 

2001).  

Based on the literature reviewed in this field of studies and in order to find the influence 

of different factors on formation of employees' attitude and perception, the decomposed 

TPB model assumed to be more descriptive and provide clearer understanding of the 

effective factors in this context. At the same time it may provide better means to make a 

comparison between two categories of banks under study and the relevant factors 

effective on each section in Iranian banks. However attracting employees to new 
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innovations and lead those to proactive participation in the organization need to be 

supported by the detailed study on effective factors on their intention. 

In this study Relative advantage (RAD) contribute the perceived advantages for 

implementing e-banking both for better performance of the employees in their daily job 

activities and also the usefulness of the new technology for corporate better performance 

in general. Compatibility (COMP) calls for an assessment of the technology relative to a 

user’s values and experiences both in personal and organizational aspects. Complexity 

(COMPX) refers to the perceived complexity of implementing and using the new 

technology in the organization . Subjective Norms (SN) is an individual’s perceptions of 

other people’s opinions of the behavior. Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC) refers to an 

individual’s perception of the” presence or absence of requisite resources and 

opportunities”(Ajzen & Madden,1986)and capabilities. In this study Facilitating 

Condition (PBCFAC)refers to the perceptions of the real world artifacts of the technology 

and the resources(including managerial and governmental support) that can support or 

hinder the adoption in the organization while self efficacy (PBCSLF)is referred as “the 

belief that one has the capability to perform a particular behavior”(Compeau 

&Higgins,1995)  

As it is described before about developing countries and the specific attributes of 

technology acceptance in these countries, the contribution of this study to the PBC 

construct is that Facilitating Conditions (PBCFAC) and Self Efficacy (PBCSLF) each has 

been tested as separate constructs in the research model. 

Furthermore a direct relation between RAD and INT is added with this justification that 

within organizational settings, people form intentions towards behaviors they believe will 

increase their job performance, over and above whatever positive or negative feelings 

may be evoked towards the behavior per se”(Davis et al,1989).Therefore the structural 

model of this study will be as follows: 
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Figure 5: Research model 

Formulation of the hypotheses: 
This section is dedicated to formulate the hypothesis of this study based on the theoretical 

framework and findings on the relevant field. 

Following the main question which has been risen from the central problem stated before, 

this study is going to check whether the bank employees have positive perception about 

e-banking at all, so the first hypothesis is formulated as follows: 

1. Bank employees have positive perception about implementation of E-Banking in 

their organizations. 

Meanwhile considering the theoretical knowledge accompanied by empirical findings, it 

is understood that in some extents, beliefs can provide behavioral intention and intention 

is precedents of performing the specific behavior, so to measure the intention of the users 

can provide clear view of adoption process and acceptance of new technology in the field 

under study. At the same time the relative importance of salient beliefs and their loadings 

on formation of perception based on the decomposed TPB (Rogers,1983, Taylor & 

Todd,1995), will be checked and studied. Relative advantage and compatibility as two 

indicators of salient variable of attitude are assumed to have positive correlation with the 

intention while complexity perceived by the users may have negative relationship with 

the intention as the precedent of Attitude.  
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Regarding Subjective norms it can be considered that among the employees and in 

organizational context important ones who may force or encourage them to adopt 

themselves with e-banking as the technological innovation differs from those effective in 

personal environment so the important ones have been considered as, the customers , 

management, social environment and governmental authorities pressure.  

Perceived behavioral control has been divided into personal and organizational level. On 

personal level, self efficacy of the employees will be examined while on the 

environmental level the resource availability either in the organization or in social level 

will be examined. 

Having the above description in minds  the second hypothesis is formulated and is 

supposed to find the relevant importance and prediction power of each and all  belief 

constructs (as explained)on adoption of process inside the bank organizations .Therefore 

the  second hypothesis is formulated as follows: 

2. Beliefs concerning E-Banking can predict e-Banking adoption in the banks 

organizations. 

Based on unstructured open interview with a number of the managers and employees of 

two groups of banks and also considering intensive growth of private banks in a 

considerable short period it is realized that the main characteristics of private and 

governmental banks can be categorized as follows: 

Private banks Governmental banks 
Newly established Established at least more than 28 years 

ago 
Limited dispersion of the branches Widely spread branches over the country 
Limited number of employees Considerable number of employees 
Free from overall control &supervision of 
the government 

Under general and strict control and 
supervision of the government on different 
aspects. 

Governance under supervision of the 
shareholders 

Governance under control and supervision 
of the Central Bank of IRI 

Table 7: Categorization of the banks 
 
Considering the rapid growth of private banks on E-Banking approaches based on the 

statistics issued by Central Bank of Iran and also short period of their emergence in 

Iranian banking industry, it is assumed that this rapid growth may be partly related to the 
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readiness of the private banks staffs. Therefore the third hypothesis is formulated to 

check the above issue as follows: 

3. Employees on private banks have more positive perception about implementation 

of E-Banking on their organizations. 
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Chapter three: Methodology 
Chapter summary: 
To answer the research questions ,Quantitative method is implemented among 200 

employees of two group of banks(private and governmental banks).The framework of 

designing the questionnaire is guideline introduced by Ajzen .Stratified sampling is 

implemented  and analyzing the data will be done by using  Visual PLS and SPSS. 

Design Strategy 
 
The framework of formation of the perception based on the Theory of Planned behavior 

enlights the path for this research .In this research what is going to be measured is the 

perception and the attitudes of the employees based on the theoretical background of 

TPB. The constructs and relevant relationship among them is well know and examined in 

many academic and business researches. What will be examined in this research is to find 

the strength and weight of each construct and the precedent of the salient beliefs on 

intention of the employees to follow up and support the adoption process in their 

organization. At the same time it is going to check and find which belief construct can 

better explain and predict the intention of the employees to take active participation in  

transition process from traditional banking to e-banking in this specific context.  

Descriptive ,confirmatory study appears to be adequate method to gain the answers to the 

research questions ,although for  gaining better understanding of the specified context 

some exploratory practices will be employed .For example unstructured interviews with 

relevant managers in Iranian banks seem to provide clearer vision of the specific issues 

about e-banking and its special features in Iran. 
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This study employs quantitative technique to test the TPB model and its associated 

hypothesis in the relative context (Iranian banks’ employees). 

Attitude and perception as a psycho, sociological complex is affected by the time but this 

impact can hardly be happened on short periods so it is decided to do the research on 

cross sectional basis. Data gathering will be performed within one month and with no 

considerable gap. 

In order to find the perception of the population under study and find the population’s 

characteristics by making inferences from a sample’s characteristics, this study is 

categorized as statistical study which mainly deals with the research questions in breadth 

which will be taken place in the field. 

Finding the correlation and causal relation among the constructs of the TPB model by 

measuring the observable indicators of each construct is the main empirical objective of 

this study. 

To achieve greater insights to the topic which is however supported by the theoretical 

evidence, and also considering the research questions and necessities to answer these 

questions, the said design seemed to be the most appropriate approach. 

 

Sampling design: 
The structure of this study is making comparison among two groups of banks(public and 

private) so stratified sampling has been selected as an appropriate method which will 

reasonably represent the total population elements among each group of banks. 

The basis for stratification has been the ownership, location and workplace of the 

employees. 

Ownership has been focused due to this assumption that ownership of the organization 

can have decisive impact on the organization culture and it will have impact on 

employees' attitude. Workplace and location refers to central offices of each bank and the 

branches employees and also dispersion of the branches in five distinctive regions of the 

capital. 

Two banks of each group (private and public banks) each with the highest and the lowest 

approach toward e-banking, were selected .Although the population of two groups were 

not with the same size but the sample size including 200 employees, were designated 
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based on equal numbers of each group (100 each group).On each group, 70 sample 

elements were decided to be from the larger banks and 30 elements from the smaller 

ones. 

The above decision can be justified due to the greater probable impact of the elements on 

the relative population. 

From the above figures it was decided to get data from both Central offices and branches, 

therefore about 30% of the questionnaires were distributed among central offices and 

remaining numbers were distributed among branch employees on five distinguished 

region of Tehran(North, South, West , East and Central area). 

Sampling was decided to be performed in Tehran due to the following reasons: 

� Tehran as the capital city is more acquainted with new technologies and technical 

infrastructure is more available in capital, therefore e-banking approach have been 

more established and utilized in Tehran. 

� Accessibility and availability to the data sources in Tehran 

Questionnaire structure: 
Based on the guidelines provided by Ajzen(2002),and in order to elicit modal accessible 

beliefs which are the basis for measuring the constructs of the model, a representative 

sample consisting 22 elements of the research population (bank employees in the 

branches and central offices) was elicited in order to generate a list of belief based 

measures and indicators. 

To assess the indicators which can lead us to examine the given constructs in the model, 

following questions were asked from bank employees on different ranks but especially 

among bank managers: 

o In your opinion what are the advantages of implementation of e-banking in your 

organization? 

o What are the disadvantages of implementation of e-banking in your organization? 

o Is there anything else you associate with implementation of e-banking in your 

organization? 

o Are there any group or individuals who would approve e-banking in your 

organization? 
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o Are there any group or individuals who would disapprove implementation of e-

banking in your organization? 

o Are there any other group or individuals who come to mind when you think about 

implementation of e-banking in your organization? 

o What factors or circumstances would enable you to support implementation of e-

banking? 

o What factors or circumstances would make it difficult to implement e-banking? 

o Are there any other issues that come to mind when you think about the difficulty 

of implementation of e-banking in Iran? 

Based on the results elicited from the above questions and also considering the guideline 

outlined by Ajzen (2002), the pilot questionnaire was constructed .The respondents were 

requested to give their responses on a 5 point Likert scale. On one end this scale shows 

complete agreement and on the other end it indicates complete disagreement and other 

scales shows rating of these two ends accordingly. The questionnaire was distributed 

among 30 other elements of the population to test whether there is any ambiguity on 

wording or structure of it. Finally based on the results of the pilot testing the final 

questionnaire was constructed. 

 

Validity and reliability 
As Ajzen (2002) clearly describes beliefs play a central role in TPB. They assume to 

provide the cognitive and affective foundations for attitudes, subjective norms and 

perceptions of behavioral control. People's behavioral intentions are assumed to follow 

reasonably from their beliefs about performing the behavior. These beliefs need not to be 

veridical; they may be inaccurate, biased or even irrational (Ajzen & Fishbein, 2001). As 

he discusses, direct measures of the theory's constructs can produce measures with 

relatively low reliabilities (Ajzen, I., 2002) while belief based measures can provide more 

reliable results. Belief based questions has been mainly implemented to get more reliable 

answers. 

Internal consistency is the minimal requirement to confirm the assumption that the items 

selected do in fact assess the same underlying constructs of the model while for 
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theoretical reasons; this requirement is not imposed on the belief-based measures of the 

models' constructs. 

Internal consistency is not a necessary feature of belief-based measures of attitude, 

subjective norm and perceived behavioral control (Ajzen, I., 2002). 

However despite the above statement since the behavior under study is specific and the 

relevant factors affecting the intentional behavior are limited ,the reliability among the 

indicators of each construct will be examined by Composite reliability of PLS technique 

and Cronbach alpha method to find the consistency among them. 
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Chapter Four: Data analysis and findings 
Chapter summary: 
In this chapter measurement and structural models are discussed .Data gained from the 

survey is analyzed and each hypothesis is tested. From three hypotheses of this research 

2 are not rejected while one hypothesis referring to higher positive perceptions of private 

banks comparing with governmental ones is rejected. In general ,banks' employees have 

positive perception about implementation of e-banking in their organizations. Predictive 

power of model constructs is tested .In governmental banks, belief constructs as DTPB 

model observed to be able to predict about 52 percent of behavioral intention among 

governmental employees while in private banks the introduced belief constructs can only 

predict 27 percent of employees' intention. 

Measurement model: 
The measurement model consists of the relationship between the constructs and their 

respective indicators. Both the attitudinal constructs of belief and intention considered as 

latent variables, are modeled as phenomena that can not be directly measured 

(Marcoulides, G.A., 1998). 

Six decomposed beliefs, Relative Advantage (RAD), Compatibility (COMP), Complexity 

(COMPX), Subjective Norms (SN) and Perceived Behavioral Control(PBC),were 

adapted from Taylor and Todd(1995).Based on the Ajzen(2002)guideline for 
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measurement, belief based measures were employed to measure cognitive and affective 

foundations for attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control. At the same 

time direct measures were applied in some extents to measure instrumental and 

experiential evaluation of the relations under study. The expectancy – value approach 

were used to get the rough measures for each observable variable. 

Considering the theoretical literature, individual's intention to adopt with e-banking 

implementation in the organization is formed and affected by the beliefs and its 

antecedents attitude .I n examining the research  model ,the individual indicators for each 

construct were designated as reflective .This implies that each construct (beliefs and 

adoption intention) is viewed as an existing entity and that the indicators for each 

construct can reflect the underlying construct to varying degrees(Chin, W.W, Gopal, A., 

1995). 

The specific factors included in the research model were selected for their applicability to 

the perception domain and their performance as predictors of IT adoption in other 

contexts while adoption in this study refers to the secondary adoption decision made by 

individual users (employees) once the organizational adoption decision is made(Chin, 

W.W., Gopal, A., 1995) ,therefore is assumed to reflect the likelihood that an employee 

would participate actively in e-banking implementation if this opportunity in the 

organization is already available for him/her. 

A sketch consisting of all observable variables, model constructs and their internal 

relation and dependency is attached as appendix 1. 

Descriptive Statistics 
200 questionnaires were distributed among 200 employees of two groups of banks based 

on the sampling design. From these questionnaires, 178 were completed and returned so 

the response rate is about 89% in general while in each sample consisting governmental / 

private banks the response rate differs. Private Banks showed response rate of 83% and 

governmental banks had 97% response rate. 

Among the total questionnaires received the following table including demographic 

statistics has been extracted: 
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Demographic indicators Governmental 
bank, man/percent 

Private 
banks Total 

Gender 
Male 
Female 

63 = 65.3 % 
34 = 34.7 % 

 
36 = 41 % 
53 = 59 % 

 
96 = 53.9 % 
82 = 46.1 % 

Age 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-more 

35 = 35.8 % 
44 = 45.3 % 
18 = 18.9 % 
00 =  0      % 

 
72 = 80.7 % 
12 = 13.3 % 
 2  =   2.4 % 
 3  =   3.6 % 

 
101 = 56.7 % 
54   = 30.3 % 
20   = 11.2 % 
 3 = 1.7 % 

Education 
Less than Diploma 
Diploma 
Technician 
BA/BS 
MSc/MA 
More 

 
2 = 2.1 % 
12 = 12.1 % 
10 = 10.5 % 
64 = 65.8 % 
 9  =  9.5 % 
 0.0 

 
00 =   0.0 % 
 4   =   4.8 % 
 00 =  0.0 % 
71 = 79.5 % 
17 = 15.7 % 
 0.0 

 
2 = 1.1 % 
24  = 13.5 % 
10  =   5.6 % 
120 = 67.4 % 
22   = 12.4 % 
 0.0 

Banking application training 
0 -20 hours 
21-40 hours 
41- more 

71 = 72.60 % 
 7  =  7.40  % 
19 = 20      % 

 
72 = 80.7 % 
 5  =   6.0 % 
12 = 13.3 % 

 
136  = 76.4 % 
12    =  6.7 % 
30    =16.9 % 

Computer & Internet training 
0 -20 hours 
21-40 hours 
41- more 

53 = 54.8 % 
 8  =   8.4 % 
36 = 36.8 % 

 
50 = 56.7 % 
9 = 9.6 % 
30 = 33.7 % 

 
99  =  55.6 % 
16  =    9    % 
63  =  35.4 % 

Computer working hours(Daily) 
0-2 hours 
3-5  hours 
6-8 hours 
9 – more 

16 = 16.8 % 
24 = 24.2 % 
37 = 37.9 % 
20 = 21.1 % 

 
9 = 9.6 % 
 9  =  9.6 % 
30 = 34.9 % 
41 = 45.9 % 

 
24  = 13.5 % 
31  = 17.4 % 
65  = 36.5 % 
58  = 32.6 % 

Table8: Demographic descriptive 

As it can be figured out from the above table ,in general, the gender breakdown is 

53.9%male and 46.1%female.The percentage of male elements in the sample on 

governmental banks is about twice the female while in private banks about 60% of the 

employees are female. 

Almost 94% of the private banks employees are in twenties and thirties, while the 

dispersion of the age in governmental banks in the sample is more. 

Based on the above table, in general 79.8% of the sample has had university degrees and 

this intensity is even more in private banks (95.2%). 

It is also observable that in general 76.4% of the bank employees have less than 20 hours 

training regarding electronic banking application in general and only 16.9% of employees 

in the sample, passed more than 41 hours of training in this regard. This trend is 
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applicable both in private and governmental banks with a minor difference in the relative 

figures. 

Regarding Computer and internet training almost 55.6% have less than 20 hours training 

while 35.4% have more than 41 hours training in this regard. Comparing the relative 

figures in two samples the difference is negligible and not significant.  

Table 8 indicates more than 69% of the sample works with computer more than 6 hours 

in a day. Comparing private and governmental banks regarding figures indicate that daily 

hours each employee works with computer in private banks is more than governmental 

sample.  

 

Testing hypotheses: 
Since this is a comparative study, testing the hypotheses and all other finding is arranged 

in a way to make appropriate ground for comparison among two groups of the banks. 

Testing hypothesis no.1 & 3: 
H1: Bank employees have positive perception about implementation of E-banking in their 

organizations. 

H3: Employees on private banks have more positive perception about implementation of 

E-banking on their organizations. 

First, measures of dispersion and central tendency among each construct is monitored 

(measures for INT and PBCSLF are between 1-5 ,while for other constructs it is between 

1-25,on which 1 stands for negative extreme  and 5 or 25 stands for positive extreme. 

Considering the sample statistics, it is understandable that mean, median and dispersion 

of the sample responses even on the first quartile of all constructs are above the neutral 

figures on the relative vector, so we may conclude that in both samples more than 75 

percent of the respondents have positive perception about implementation of e-banking in 

their organizations and we may conclude that first hypothesis is not rejected. In order to 

find significant difference between two samples, t-test is used to determine the statistical 

significance between two sample distributions. Mean of two groups with significant level 

of 0.05 with a two tailed normal distribution is tested. The outcome is monitored on the 

following table: 
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Government 
Private Mean St.Dev. Q1 Median Q3 

T-Statistics for 
Mean of two 
groups(Sig. 0.05) 

INT 4.0491
4.0723

0.8092 
0.8411 

3.6667
3.6667

4
4.3333 

5
4.6667 -0.187 

RAD 19.065
18.264

3.516 
3.861 

17 
15.545

19.091 
18.636 

21.909
21.455 1.439 

COMP 18.442
17.645

5.546 
5.169 

14.5 
13.5 

18 
18 

25 
22.5 0.992 

COMPX 20.705
19.370

3.770 
4.606 

18.143
17.286

21.429 
20.286 

23.414
22.857 2.097 

SN 16.563
15.711

4.898 
4.186 

13.5 
13.5 

17.250 
15.250 

19.5 
18.5 1.251 

PBCFAC 17.791
15.985

4.681 
4.397 

15 
12.5 

18.125 
15.375 

21.25 
20 2.652 

PBCSLF 3
3.2048

0.7646 
0.7197 

2.4 
2.8 

2.8 
3.2 

3.6 
3.8 -1.84 

Table9: Numerical descriptive measures 
 
Based on the above measures we can state with 95% confidence that the mean measure of 

all constructs of forming the belief constructs as the measuring model of this study will 

fall within the confidence interval except for Perceived facilitating condition and 

Complexity. In case we lower the confidence level to 90%, both above mentioned 

constructs , will fall in the confidence interval, too. Considering the above we may state 

that no significant difference between mean of the constructs of two samples is observed 

therefore the third hypothesis is rejected.  

Testing hypothesis no.2: 
H2: Beliefs concerning E-Banking can predict e-Banking adoption in the banks 

organizations. 

The causal relationship among the constructs is the issue which has been unfolded on this 

hypothesis to find the predictive power of perception of the employees on their intention. 

In order to test the applicability of Decomposed TPB in the inter organization context and 

to test the prediction power of the belief constructs as the research model, visual PLS 

path modeling is implemented. PLS approach helps us to obtain determinate values of the 

latent variables for predictive purposes (Marcoulides, G., 1998). 

First of all the means and standard deviations for each indicator are represented in the 

following tables separately for governmental and private banks. As it can be seen all 
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mean responses (except for SN4 and PBCSLF 5)were considerably above the neutral 

with standard deviations with no problems with floor or ceiling effects.SN4 asks about 

government authorities as important referent and PBCSLF5 refers to having personal 

control to participate in e-banking. 

 
Governmental banks Private banks 

Indicators Mean Std. Loadings Weights Mean Std. Loadings Weights 

RAD1 20.49474 6.317611 0.6442 0.17 20.3494 5.976445 0.535 0.0879 

RAD2 19.21053 6.944912 0.572 0.1515 18.04819 7.704771 0.6944 0.1776 

RAD3 18.73684 6.994239 0.42 0.1131 16.92771 6.938375 0.5704 0.1347 

RAD4 18.78947 6.529629 0.673 0.2348 16.79518 7.178489 0.6921 0.1742 

RAD5 20.82105 5.914243 0.7271 0.2118 20.49398 5.898271 0.7491 0.1656 

RAD6 18.83158 6.442301 0.6644 0.1489 16.91566 7.283802 0.7667 0.3133 

RAD7 19.47368 6.714294 0.5626 0.1524 16.91566 6.836425 0.4363 0.1263 

RAD8 16.06316 6.384507 0.5996 0.1733 16.16868 7.324898 0.7322 0.1725 

RAD9 19.03158 6.057267 0.7053 0.2208 18.92771 5.907381 0.6506 0.1331 

COMP1 18.21053 6.805653 0.9295 0.796 18.3253 5.895655 0.9158 0.8438 

COMP2 18.67368 6.7437 0.6631 0.3923 16.96386 7.51656 0.5569 0.4081 

COMPX1 21.42105 5.631558 0.698 0.2061 20.38554 5.792828 0.6449 0.1051 

COMPX2 17.82105 7.827908 0.4373 0.1917 16.86747 7.46826 0.5958 0.2143 

COMPX3 21.86316 4.821518 0.6037 0.137 19.62651 6.579182 0.6956 0.195 

COMPX4 22.52632 4.708169 0.5033 0.1891 20.44578 6.103284 0.6863 0.1091 

COMPX5 19.93684 7.444562 0.6024 0.2788 18.49398 6.986701 0.6116 0.1674 

COMPX6 20.04211 6.263565 0.7103 0.1758 20.08434 6.37297 0.7612 0.2663 

COMPX7 21.32632 5.386038 0.8415 0.3584 19.68675 6.889242 0.8298 0.3481 

GATTCU 18.6 2.859847 0.7658 0.4617 19.13253 3.278798 0.6449 0.4457 

GATTEM 19.66316 3.743393 0.9087 0.7114 20.22892 3.693519 0.9022 0.7898 

SN1 15.61053 6.683251 0.7117 0.258 15.80723 5.199573 0.8807 0.5879 

SN2 15.84211 6.194225 0.786 0.3421 15.48193 6.097503 0.7762 0.4141 

SN3 20.51579 6.524688 0.7282 0.3349 20.13253 5.90116 0.6049 0.2014 

SN4 14.28421 6.984273 0.7366 0.4122 11.42169 5.86457 0.4741 0.0822 

PBC1 19.29474 7.260903 0.6311 0.3146 17.01205 6.093767 0.3424 0.027 

PBC2 18.25263 6.850949 0.7113 0.0618 17.33735 6.900472 0.6378 0.1066 

PBC3 17.2 6.868987 0.5354 0.1148 14.93976 6.804499 0.4459 0.117 

PBC4 17.47368 7.123294 0.6591 0.2114 15.73494 7.00363 0.6916 0.221 

PBC5 18.05263 6.360397 0.7626 0.2325 15.83133 7.058673 0.3076 -0.2187 

PBC6 18.30526 7.203831 0.6749 0.1636 16.20482 6.275697 0.6841 0.1541 

PBC7 15.3579 7.339656 0.534 0.0689 14.09639 6.731097 0.622 0.2193 

PBC8 18.38947 6.641736 0.7894 0.2941 16.72289 5.968031 0.9368 0.5798 

PBCD1 4.073684 1.054293 0.7933 0.6867 4.036145 1.301461 0.6237 0.4652 

PBCD2 2.915789 1.326194 0.4194 0.0762 3.313253 1.058389 0.765 0.3172 

PBCD3 3.631579 1.149029 0.5908 0.3407 3.506024 0.888593 0.7487 0.382 

PBCD4 2.705263 1.253707 0.4932 0.12 3.13253 0.880287 0.6497 0.1314 

PBCD5 1.673684 1.066333 0.5103 0.3191 2.036145 1.204117 0.543 0.1764 

INT1 3.694737 1.305257 0.6981 0.4059 3.915663 1.21178 0.8932 0.6589 

INT2 4.410526 0.950865 0.6865 0.3912 4.13253 1.227441 0.6908 0.3693 

INT3 4.042105 1.020177 0.8207 0.546 4.168675 0.960428 0.5728 0.2729 
Table 10: Means, standard deviations, loadings &weights of all indicators 
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The matrix of correlations among the items of each construct is reproduced in the 

following table. The correlation matrix as a first approximation, allows us to examine the 

convergent and discriminant validity of the item measures for each construct. Measures 

for a construct should relate highly to each other and less highly to measures of other 

constructs (Chinn, W.W., Gopal, A., 1995). 

RAD COMP COMPX GENATT SN PBCFAC PBCSLF INT 
RAD 1
COMP 0.589 1
COMPX 0.637 0.538 1
GENATT 0.404 0.308 0.306 1
SN 0.554 0.483 0.597 -0.277 1
PBCFAC 0.461 0.313 0.674 -0.261 0.454 1
PBCSLF 0.378 0.164 0.213 -0.442 0.421 0.23 1
INT 0.491 0.312 0.418 -0.328 0.544 0.284 0.641 1

Table 11:Correlation matrix for governmental banks 
 

RAD COMP COMPX GENATT SN PBCFAC PBCSLF INT 
RAD 1
COMP 0.576 1
COMPX 0.643 0.593 1
GENATT 0.392 0.308 -0.421 1
SN 0.628 0.475 -0.570 -0.348 1
PBCFAC 0.341 0.323 -0.483 -0.058 0.477 1
PBCSLF 0.355 0.075 -0.198 -0.197 0.419 -0.263 1
INT 0.419 0.369 -0.224 -0.092 0.334 -0.301 0.408 1

Table 12:Correlation matrix for private banks 

The negative correlation between the General Attitude(GENATT) construct in 

governmental banks and also between GENATT, Complexity(COMPX) and Perceived 

Behavioral Control Facilitating Conditions(PBCFAC )and the other constructs are due to 

the reversal  correlation among these constructs with other constructs, but considering the 

correlation coefficients mentioned, it can be said that there is significant correlation 

within the structural constructs . 

By using PLS to test the model, closer attention has been paid to the predictivness of the 

model. Based on the loadings of each indicators stated on table 10 which are generally 

higher than 0.60 we can indicate each measure is accounting for 50 percent or more of the 
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variances of the underlying latent variable (Chin, W.W., 1996).A comparison of the 

loadings (i.e., paths from the overall attitude to each belief) would be an indicator of the 

relative importance of each belief in reflecting the overall attitude (Chin, W.W., Gopal, 

A., 1995). It is interesting to find that some of the measures have loadings of about 0.50 

or less in one group while above 0.60 on the other. For instance:  

Description of the indicators Gov./ 

Loading 

Priv./ 

loading 

Convenience for customers RAD1 0.644 0.535 

Removal of time & location constrains for customers RAD2 0.572 0.694 

Higher job opportunities for employees RAD8 0.599 0.732 

High investment on hardware & software required COMPX4 0.5033 0.686 

Government authorities as important referent SN4 0.737 0.474 

Management determination PBCFAC1 0.631 0.342 

Training courses required PBCFAC5 0.763 0.308 

Continuous availability of computer& internet for customers 

PBCFAC 7

0.534 0.622 

Efficacy of employees in organization PBCSLF2 0.419 0.765 

Employees interest PBCSLF3  0.591 0.749 

Employees knowledge PBCSLF 4 0.494 0.649 

Plan to participate in e-banking implementation INT3 0.821 0.573 
Table 13: Loading comparison of two groups, on some indicators 

These differences between the loadings indicate different approach and different level of 

importance of the indicators on each group of banks. 

There are still five indicators with loadings lower than 0.60 on both groups including 

RAD3 (providing more customer satisfaction), RAD7 (accuracy and speed for daily 

works), COMPX2 (legal infrastructure required), PBCFAC3 (Knowledge & capabilities 

in organization) and PBCSLF5 (having self control on participation in the process).This 

means that above measures for both samples show that these indicators can not be 

considered as important measures to reflect the underlying constructs in these specific 

context.  
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Reliability of belief constructs estimated using Cronbach’s alpha and also Composite 

reliability calculated by PLS is presented in the following table: 

 

Gov. banks Priv. banks 

Indicators 
Composite 
reliability 

Cronbach’s alpha Composite 
reliability 

Cronbach’s alpha 

RAD 0.849691 0.798829 0.868765 0.830809 

COMP 0.784581 0.507631 0.71815 0.292514 

COMPX 0.824006 0.727697 0.865051 0.822443 

GENATT 0.826697 0.584031 0.756576 0.400586 

SN 0.82959 0.727691 0.786549 0.698909 

PBCFAC 0.8637 0.8267 0.814247 0.819393 

PBCSLF 0.702172 0.659982 0.801404 0.687442 

INT 0.780477 0.571279 0.76907 0.581806 
Table 14: Reliability of constructs on both groups 

 

The research model is run by Visual PLS .The individual factors for each construct were 

designated as reflective. The result for each group is monitored in following figures: 

 
Figure 6: Path diagram of governmental banks 
 

COMP 

COMPX 

Behavioral 
intention 

ATT 
 

RAD 

SN 

PBCFAC 

PBCSLF 

0.190 
(1.657) 

0.478 
(4.980) 

-0.022 
(-0.313) 

0.254 
(2.437) 

0.056 
(0.557) 

0.094 
(1.289) 

0.312 
(2.403) 

-0.025 
(-0.379) 

Rsq=0.523

Rsq=0.172
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Figure 7: Path diagram of private banks 
 

The path coefficients between the overall latent beliefs and intention show the relevant 

importance of each set of beliefs with a corresponding R-square of 0.523 for 

governmental banks and 0.276 for private banks. The coefficient of determination (R-

square) indicates the predictive power of set of beliefs studied. In governmental banks, 

beliefs constructs as studied in this research can predict about 52 percent of behavioral 

intention while in private banks this power is about 27 percent.  

From belief constructs on governmental banks, Relative advantage, Subjective norms and 

Perceived self efficacy shows significant path coefficients. Relative advantage has 

significant effect both on formation of general attitude and on behavioral intention. In 

private banks direct relation of Relative advantage is significant but its power on 

formation of general attitude is not significant. Perceived self efficacy shows significant 

path coefficient too. 

In formation of Attitude in governmental banks Relative advantage shows significant 

importance while in private banks Complexity seems to be more important and effective. 

By the above findings, we can state that beliefs constructs can predict behavioral 

intention in organizational contexts but the importance of the belief constructs differs in 

private and public banks. 

 

COMP 

COMPX 

Behavior 
intention 

ATT 
 

RAD 

SN 

PBCFAC 

PBCSLF 

0.320 
(2.466) 

0.285 
(2.326) 

0.130 
(1.198) 

-0.016 
(-0.149) 

0.275 
(1.753) 

0.031 
(0.349) 

0.197 
(1.290) 

-0.091 
(-0.805) 

Rsq=0.276

Rsq=0.203
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Other results: 
Besides the formulated hypothesis the impact of other moderating variables such as 

gender, rate of training of banking application, the rate of acquaintance with internet and 

computer and finally the quantity of hours each employee works with computer and 

intention was checked by t-tests. In respect of none of the above factors, any significant 

difference could be observed based on the sample statistics. 

Furthermore based on the sample structure testing the predictive power of the model 

constructs among those banks with more e-banking approach, neglecting the ownership 

of them was checked too. The objective to do so was to find whether there is any 

significant difference between employees perception working in banks with more 

advanced e-banking approach (ADV.) with the others engaged in banks with less 

advanced e-banking approach (LADV). 

R-square in ADV sample was 0.429 and in LADV sample the figure is 0.293.The status 

of path coefficients of each construct is indicated in the following table: 

Constructs 
Banks with Advanced 

approach toward e-banking 

Banks with Less Advanced 

approach toward e-banking 

Relative 

advantage(Attitude) 
Significant Non-significant 

Compatibility(Attitude) Significant Non-significant 

Complexity(Attitude) Non-significant Significant 

Relative 

advantage(Intention) 
Significant Non-significant 

Subjective norms Significant Non-significant 

Self efficacy Significant Significant 
Table 15: Important constructs on ADV and LADV banks 
Considering the above table , it can be understood that employees of banks with advanced 

approach towards e-banking have more positive attitude toward e-banking  and path 

coefficients of all constructs, except for Complexity shows significant impact on their 

intention for adoption with e-banking implementation .At the same time, in banks with 

less approach to e-banking  only Complexity and Self efficacy have significant effect on 

their intention for internal adoption and acceptance of the new technology. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusions and Management 
Contributions 

Chapter summary 

This chapter summarizes the findings and make conclusion. On further attempt, the 

researcher tries to conclude some business and managerial conclusion considering the 

general environment dominant in Iranian workforce and especially in Iranian banks. 

Self efficacy perceived by the employees in both bank categories shows significant effect 

on formation of intention to accept  new technology among bank employees .Relative 

advantage is another important construct .These findings are the basis for managerial 

contribution .Limitations of this research are mentioned briefly and some issues for 

further studies in this regard are proposed. 

Conclusions: 

By developing the use of Information Technology globally new opportunities is extended 

towards developing country in a way to get more active participation on constructing lean 

societies. Developing countries based on their young generation and strong will to fill the 

gaps with the developed countries, have the opportunities to promote on the rating scale 

of the glob.  Iran as a developing country has the chance to move forward.  
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In our country it has been repeatedly confessed by high authorities that neither shortage 

of material and natural resources nor lack of knowledge and talent can be referred as our 

main problem and obstacle for great leap, but also inappropriate management systems 

and low rate of productivity and efficiency among workforce can better interpret our 

existing problems. 

Having a view to this fact, the research problem was investigated. Banking and financial 

activities as the back bone of any commercial activities need to be more efficient and can 

play an important role to provide required infrastructure for economical growth. 

E-banking by providing new services and new channels and making ground for 

accumulation of required cash for basic investments can be considered both as an 

immense facilitator and also as an evolving factor to assure the expected growth. 

Based on the existing literature regarding HR management, Internal marketing and 

service profit chain (Hesket et al., 1994) , workforce especially in service industries are a 

valuable source of providing profitability for the organizations .Workforce and their 

perception about e-banking implementation in Iranian banks  was considered as the topic 

for this research. 

On recent years private banks emerged in financial market .Their rapid growth on 

different fields, especially on implementing e-banking, provided this assumption that 

ownership and organizational structure and privatization in banking industry have had a 

progressive impact on banks performance. Based on this approach, the hypotheses were 

formed. 

200 Employees of both governmental and private banks (each category 100 elements) 

were determined as the sample to be studied based on defined stratums. 

Ajzen, (1988) defines that an attitude is a complex of feelings, desires, fears convictions, 

prejudices or other tendencies that have given a set of readiness to act to a person because 

of varied experiences. As he states the totality of a person's beliefs serves as the 

informational base that ultimately determines his attitudes, intentions and behaviors. 

Further, he argues that attitudes can not be observed directly but have to be inferred from 

observed consistency in behavior. 
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Later this theory was completed by Taylor & Todd (1995) by adding control factors as 

non volitional factors which determine formation of behavior and give more explanatory 

power to the theory. 

The model employed in this study to find the employees' perception is based on 

decomposed theory of planned behavior with the intention to find different aspects of 

belief structure of the employees toward e-banking and recent implementation of it in 

their organizations. 

The findings of this research based on the survey done among employees of 

governmental and private banks indicate that: 

• Employees of both groups, in general have positive perception about 

implementation of e-banking in their organization. 

• Employees of both groups have positive intention to participate in the process of 

implementation of e-banking in their organizations. 

By gaining these results the first hypothesis is accepted while the third one which refers 

to more positive perception of employees in private banks about e-banking 

implementation is rejected. 

• Testing the third hypothesis using PLS technique indicates that the major 

constructs with predictability of behavioral intention in each segment are : 

Indicators Governmental banks Private banks 

Relative advantage Yes(direct & indirect) Yes(indirect) 

Complexity ------ Yes(indirect) 

Subjective Norms yes ----- 

Perceived Self efficacy yes yes 
Table 16: Important constructs on governmental & private banks 

 

In each segment, the variance in perception explained by the above beliefs, as measured 

by the coefficient of determination(R-square), was used as the measures of effectiveness 

in predicting intention (Chin, W.W, 1995). 

Based on the findings we may interpret that there are some differences between 

governmental and private banks employees' perception but at the same time the similarity 

of the determinant constructs on formation of their attitudes exists. Beliefs about relative 
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advantages of implementing e-banking and also employee’s capabilities and powers to 

perform the behavior in their organization are the focus of similarity among all 

employees despite ownership of their organizations. 

Relative advantages have proved to be one of the main constructs which have predictive 

power of behavioral intention in this study. In other researches done in developing 

countries (Jaruwachirathanakul,B., Fink,D.,2005)and also a research done on Iranian 

customers adoption (Alagheband,P.,2006),Relative advantage has been observed  to be 

effective factor on adoption process for  customers too. 

As it can be seen, self – efficacy show to be the other major construct in formation of 

behavioral intention on employees of both banks. Self efficacy as it has been questioned 

in the questionnaire includes items such as employees’ capabilities, skills, interest, 

knowledge and self determination for participating actively in e-banking implementation 

process. 

Furthermore in governmental banks, important others opinion/expectations/pressure (of 

managers, government authorities, bank customers and local competition) observed to be 

decisive too while in private banks, perceived complexity of implementing e-banking 

seems to be more effective for the employees. 

Considering the organizational structure in governmental banks importance of subjective 

norms in this regard is justifiable. 

Hierarchical structure and minimum contribution of employees in decision making 

procedures and also lack of employees involvement in implementing the objectives and 

strategies of the organization leads to specific organizational behavior which can be 

characterized as laggards. 

In private banks with high economic concerns, complexity seems to be more decisive. 

Private Banks are less controlled and at the same time less supported by the government 

authorities therefore economic drivers seems to be more effective. Complexity consisting 

of items such as required infrastructures, high investment and continuous managerial 

supports and also maintaining trust and network security in the virtual banking activities 

requires high financial and managerial support.  

Beside differences relating to the belief constructs, the coefficient of determination(R-

square) in two studied samples differs significantly .This means that the variances among 
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private sample is considerably higher than from governmental sample which leads to 

lower predictability in former one. This is interesting to find why the variances in the 

private sample are too high? The lower magnitude of the variance explained might 

indicate the need to surface other factors (Chin, W.W., 1995) that are unique to 

perception of private banks’ employees about e-banking. 

Considering the demographic statistics we may conclude that employees on private banks 

are from younger generation and almost 95% have universities degrees. Private Banks are 

established within current decade and are much younger than governmental banks. It is 

assumable that job experience in private banks is less than governmental banks and 

homogeneity among individuals and as the organizational culture is not formed yet; while 

in governmental banks with at least 25 years of experience and structured organizations, 

the situation is different and any new comer should inevitably accept the existing culture 

and make adaptation. This may have beneficial effects on fueling the adoption process in 

the governmental banks in case to be paid attention by the decision makers in these 

organizations. 

Meanwhile from the constructs which show no significant effects on formation of 

employees’ perception neither in private nor in governmental banks is facilitating 

conditions and compatibility of e-banking with their daily activities and job performance. 

In order to go deeper in the results, we may study the loading of each indicator to find the 

break down of the beliefs about each indicator. 

Relative advantage as one of the important constructs which can predict the intention 

,based on the loading of each indicator we can realize that on none of the samples 

employees perceive e-banking as a facilitator which bring about speed and accuracy on 

doing their daily works .Furthermore, none of these samples believe on high relation 

between e-banking and customer satisfaction. 

Analyzing the indictors relating to complexity of e-banking, legal infrastructure has not 

been considered as an important issue which may indicate that the employees do not 

posses clear view of e-banking and required legal supports. 

Low loading of the indictor of required knowledge and capabilities of the employees in 

the organization as facilitating condition of e-banking indicates that a lack of realistic 

view about e-banking exists in the bank organizations.   
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Management Contribution: 
Findings of this study provide preliminary ground for HR strategies on the banks and 

require adaptation of IT strategies with it. Banks’ employees can enact as effective sales 

force and marketer for e-banking products and services in case they perceive e-banking 

useful for their own daily activities and also advantageous for their organizations and 

their customers. 

Active involvement of the employees may provide intrinsic motivation for them to 

support and distribute supportive word of mouth.  

Awareness of the relative advantages of e-banking as recent strategy of the banks will 

develop employees’ strategic knowledge and will lead to their commitment to these 

strategies, so supportive programs to enhance employees information about usefulness of 

e-banking is recommended based on the findings of this study.  

On the other hand, employees should be empowered through relative training programs 

and active participations on transmission processes as much as possible. 

As discussed later, due to the life time recruitment contracts in governmental banks the 

feasible HR strategy may be empowerment of the existing employees rather than 

outsourcing, otherwise occurrence of conflicts between IT departments and other units 

may be inevitable and problematic. This issue on private banks should be considered 

from different angel. Provision of electronic and IT services are outsourced but since 

recruitment contracts are short term so occurrence of conflict is not going to be their 

problem. However empowerment of the employees will reduce the impact of complexity 

on private banks too. 

Higher coefficient of determination in governmental banks indicate that effective and 

more important beliefs of their employees are known so appropriate policy making based 

on known items may entail to  rapid success regarding their e-banking strategies.  

Based on the findings of this study, majority of the employees have had very little 

training regarding computer, banking applications and internet. This may be a start for 

training programs and will be extended further by its consideration on their requirement 

strategies of each bank. 

Based on the results of this study, reengineering of the processes to provide ground for 

active involvement of employees for successful transmission to electronic banking seems 
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necessary. On the other hand customer centric approach among workforce should be 

promoted. Based on the responses to the questions regarding benefits of e-banking for 

customers, on both samples the loading was low, which indicates that employees of non 

of the banks have clear idea about the relation between e-banking and customer centric 

approach despite the fact that providing customer satisfaction is emphasized on both 

mission ,vision and objectives of these banks.  Customer satisfaction and loyalty is one of 

the main corner stones of e-banking in competitive environment while in this country due 

to long history of dominance of government in all financial and economical activities, 

customer ,its needs, wants and requirements is on the lowest step of the ladder. This issue 

needs to be under consideration on banks strategies for expediting adoption process.  

Limitations of this study: 
That would be more appropriate if the sample size could be larger. 

Selection of the banks were based on statistics issued by Central Bank of Iran about 

number of ATMs, POSs, Cards and Pinpads on first half of 2006,while from that time 

other governmental banks rather than Bank Melli Iran has had aggressive strategies in 

this field so more advanced approach towards e-banking may have different 

representatives among governmental banks. 

On Designing questionnaire, experience of the respondents in banking organizations 

could have been asked .This data might be useful to investigate relevant relation of work 

experience with perception and effective constructs on formation the perceptions about e-

banking.  

Recommendation for further research: 
Challenges in Human resource management in Iran are quite considerable due to cultural 

, economical and managerial backgrounds which discussing about them is out of scope of 

this research but researches in this field may enlight major issues and characteristic 

problems of workforce in Iran. Workforce potentials in this country are high but rate of 

productivity and efficiency is too low. Young educated workforce has very little chance 

to materialize their potentials so brain drain rate is considerable. Emergence of 

Information Technology may hopefully open some new prospects and provide new 
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opportunities in this regard. Some issues relating to the workforce and working 

environments and organizations are mentioned below for further studies: 

� To find the relation between positive perception of bank employees about their 

jobs and business performance and or profitability of their organization. 

� To find whether positive perception about working environment and jobs, results 

to higher customer satisfaction. I s there positive correlation between these two 

phenomenon? 

� I s there positive correlation between positive perception and employees 

satisfaction of their job and their organization at all?  

� What is the perception of employees on other sections of economy about 

electronic services and challenges in this regard?  
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Appendix 1: Sketch of variables 
RD1 Convenience for customers 
RD2 Time & location removal for customers 
RD3 Providing more customer satisfaction 

RD4 Providing cost reduction for the banks 
RD5 Time saving for customers 

RD6 Time saving for employees 
RD7 Accuracy and speed for daily works 

RD8  Higher job opportunities for employees 
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RD9  Better services with higher profit for bank 

COMP1 Compatible with  modern requirements  Compatibility
COMP2 Compatible for integration with Foreign bank 

COMPX1  Telecommunication infrastructure 
COMPX2  Legal infrastructure 

COMPX3  Continuous management approach 
COMPX4 Adequate investment on hardware &software 

COMPX5  Training courses 
COMPX6  Customers privacy & trust 
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COMPX7  Network...trust 
DATT1 Direct general attitude customers) 
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TT Direct General att. DATT2 Direct general attitude( employees) 

SN1  Customers 

SN2 Managers 
SN3 Local competition 
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SN4  Government authorities 
FAC 1 Management determination 

FAC 2  Strategic planning in the organization 
FAC 3  Required Knowledge and capabilities in organization 
FAC 4  legal infrastructure 
FAC 5  Supportive role of e-commerce 
FAC 6  Supportive technical infrastructure in organization 
FAC 7 Continuous availability of computer &internet for customers 
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FAC 8  Telecommunication availability 
SLF1 Personal Self efficacy 

SLF2  Efficacy of employees in organization 

SLF3 General Interest in organization 
SLF4 General Knowledge in organization 
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SLF5 Self control over participation  
INT 1 Direct intention 
INT 2 Direct will to 
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n INT 3 Direct Plan to 
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Appendix 2: Sample of questionnaire 
Title of your bank  

Sex Male                                   Female 

Age Less -20 
21    -30 
31    -40 
41    -50 
51    -more 

Years of Experience Less-  5 
6 -10 
11   -15 
16   -20 
21   -more 

Job title  

Educational degree Under diploma 
Diploma 
Technician 
Bachelor 
Master of Science/Master of art 
PhD/Higher degrees 

Major on your final degree  

Place of work  Branch 
Central office 

On the job training 
programs (in hours) 
participated on electronic 
services. 

0 -10        hours 
11-20        hours 
21-40        hours 
41-More   hours 

Computer &Internet  
training programs(hours) 
participated (On your own 
choice) 

0 -10        hours 
11-20        hours 
21-40        hours 
41-More   hours 

Estimated hours you work 
by computer, daily 

0 -2          hours 
3 - 5 hours 
6 - 8 hours 
9 - More   hours  
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Outcome evaluation: 
Relative Advantages 
In my opinion, providing safety and convenience for banks customers is: 

Extremely unimportant 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely important 

I think that  removing time and location constrains for banks customers is: 
Extremely unimportant 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely important 

To free banks employees from repetitive daily works through e-banking is: 
Extremely desirable 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely undesirable 

To reduce costs of banks' daily performance is: 
Extremely unimportant 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely important 

To save time of banks customers is: 
Extremely unimportant 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely important 

To save time on daily responsibilities by e-banking is: 
Extremely undesirable 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely desirable 

To speed up and make daily responsibilities accurately is: 
Extremely desirable 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely undesirable 

To have higher job opportunities in the banks for the employees is: 
Extremely undesirable 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely desirable 

To provide more sophisticated services with more profit for the banks is: 
Extremely undesirable 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely desirable 

Compatibility 
For me to respond to the new needs and wants of new life style is: 

Extremely unimportant 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely important 

In my opinion to have better interaction with foreign /International banks is: 
Extremely important 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely unimportant 

Complexity 
 
I think that for implementation of e-banking, having appropriate telecommunication 
infrastructure is: 

Extremely unimportant 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely important 

In my opinion, for implementation of e-banking, having required legal infrastructure is: 
Quite necessary 1 2 3 4 5 Quite unnecessary 
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For me, to have a continuous approach towards e-banking by the management is: 
Quite unnecessary 1 2 3 4 5 Quite necessary 

In my opinion, adequate and appropriate investment on hardware, software and banking 
application is: 

Completely 
unimportant 

1 2 3 4 5 Completely important 

I think that training programs and promotional plans to provide e-banking culture in the 
organization is: 

Extremely desirable 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely undesirable 

For me making trust among bank customers on their privacy is: 
Extremely unimportant 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely important 

I think that making trust among bank customers on security of networks, hardware and 
banking application is: 

Quite unnecessary 1 2 3 4 5 Quite necessary 

Direct measures of General Attitude: 
 
Implementation of e-banking by the Iranian banks is …………for banks customers 
 

Worthless 1 2 3 4 5 Beneficial 

safe 1 2 3 4 5 Risky 

Good 1 2 3 4 5 Bad 

Difficult 1 2 3 4 5 Easy 

Pleasant 1 2 3 4 5 Unpleasant 

Implementation of e-banking by the Iranian banks is …………for banks' employees  
 

Worthless 1 2 3 4 5 Beneficial 

safe 1 2 3 4 5 Risky 

Good 1 2 3 4 5 Bad 

Difficult 1 2 3 4 5 Easy 

Pleasant 1 2 3 4 5 Unpleasant 
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Direct measures of perceived self efficacy: 
 
I am confident that I can participate in implementation process of e-banking in my 
organization. 

Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly disagree 

The decision to participate in e-banking implementation of e-banking in my organization 
is in my control. 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Banks' employee posses required capabilities and skills to anticipate in e-banking 
implementation. 

Extremely likely 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely unlikely 

Banks' employee posses required interest to anticipate in e-banking implementation. 
Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

Banks' employees posses required knowledge to anticipate in e-banking implementation. 
Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

Intention measures: 
 
I want to support implementation of e-banking in my organization actively. 

I definitely will  1 2 3 4 5 I definitely will not 

I intend to support implementation of e-banking in my organization actively. 
Extremely unlikely 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely likely 

I plan to support implementation of e-banking in my organization actively. 
Extremely unlikely 1 2 3 4 5 Extremely likely 

Motivation to comply: 
Generally speaking, how much do you care to comply with customers' needs and wants? 

Not at all  1 2 3 4 5 Completely 

Generally speaking, how much important is to you to comply with high managers' 
expectation? 

Completely 1 2 3 4 5 Not at all 

Generally speaking, how much important is to you to overcome in local competition by 
implementing e-banking?                             
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Not at all     1 2 3 4 5 Completely 

Generally speaking, how important is to you to comply with the government authorities' 
wants and instructions regarding implementation of e-banking? 

Completely 1 2 3 4 5 Not at all 

Behavioral Beliefs: 
 
Relative Advantage 
If e-banking will be implemented, the customers will be more safe and convenient since 
they are not obliged to present physically on the branches.   

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

E-banking will remove time and location constrains for the customers. 
Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

Bank employees can satisfy their customers more, in case they will be free from part of 
their repetitive daily works through e-banking.                      

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

In case of implementation of e-banking, banks will be able to reduce the costs of their 
daily performance.            

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

If e-banking will be implemented, customers can enjoy time saved on their daily banking 
activities. 

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

If e-banking will be implemented, bank employees can enjoy time saved on their daily 
responsibilities. 

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

If e-banking will be implemented, the daily responsibilities of bank employees will be 
more accurate and will be speed up. 

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

If e-banking will be implemented, employees will have better and higher job 
opportunities in their organization. 

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

If e-banking will be implemented, banks will have more opportunities to provide more 
sophisticated services to the customers with more profit for the banks. 

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 
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Compatibility 
If e-banking will be implemented, Banks will be able to respond to the needs and wants 
of new life style. 

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

If e-banking will be implemented, Iranian banks will be able to have better interaction 
with foreign/International banks. 

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

Complexity 
Inappropriate telecommunication infrastructure makes barrier to implement e-banking. 

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

Inadequate legal infrastructure makes problem to implement e-banking. 
Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

Banks management should have a constant, continuous approach toward e-banking. 
Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

Banks need to make adequate and appropriate investment on hardware; software and 
banking application. 

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

Training programs and promotional plans inside the organization can make required 
culture for e-banking. 

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

Making trust among customers about their privacy encourage them to adopt with e-
banking. 

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

Making trust among customers about security of networks, hardware and banking 
application convince them to adopt e-banking. 

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

Control Belief: 
 
Strong will of bank managements is required to implement e-banking successfully in my 
organization. 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Long term plans and appropriate strategies to implement e-banking successfully is very 
critical 
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Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly disagree 

High knowledge and capabilities are required inside the organization for successful 
implementation of e-banking. 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Legal infrastructure to be provided by the government is required to implement e-banking 
successfully. 

Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly disagree 

Supportive actions of the government of e-commerce are required to implement e-
banking in short time. 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Logistic supports to provide required hardware and software and application constantly 
should be available. 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Continuous access to internet and computers for bank customers should be available to 
make adoption to e-banking. 

Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly disagree 

Required telecommunication infrastructure should be continuously available. 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly disagree 

Power of Control Factor: 
 
If I think that bank managers do not have strong will to implement e-banking in my 
organization, I am less likely to support e-banking    

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

If I think that our bank has not long term plans and appropriate strategies, I am, Less 
likely to support e-banking implementation in my organization.          

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

If I think that high knowledge and required capabilities is not enough in our bank, I am, 
Less likely to support e-banking implementation in my organization.          

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

If I think that legal infrastructure is not provided by the government, I am less likely to 
support e-banking implementation in my organization.          

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

If I believe that required support of e-commerce is not provided, I am less likely to 
support e-banking implementation in my organization.          
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Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

If I think that required hardware and software and relative logistic supports is not 
available, I am less likely to support e-banking implementation in my organization.          

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

If I think that continuous access to Internet and computer is not available, I am less likely 
to support e-banking implementation in my organization. 

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

If I think that required telecommunication is not continuously available, I am less likely 
to support e-banking implementation in my organization. 

Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

Normative Beliefs: 
 
Most of our customers think that our bank should implement e-banking. 

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

Most of high managers in our bank think that our bank should implement e-banking.  
Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 

Considering local competition, it is necessary for our bank to implement e-banking in our 
organization. 

Completely disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely agree 

Government authorities want our bank to implement e-banking in our organization. 
Completely agree 1 2 3 4 5 Completely disagree 


